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I Reagan Ready To Cut Military

I
I
06~~} OFF I

Good through Jan. 31st

r-------~----------------,
.
2400 Central SE I
.~g~0550

by United Press lntE:3rnational

1

II
I

WASHINGTON -President
Reagan, hoping to head off huge deficits, will agree to cutbacks in his
military buildup and possibly higher
taxes after 1984, a key Capitol Hill
confidant predicted Sunday.
Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., once
described as Reagan's "eyes and
ears" in Congress, said the president will heed the message of advisers who warned last week that he
must temper his policies to cornba.t
"terrifying" deficits.
''He recognizes that unless something bold and decisive is done,
we're going to have a terribly difficult couple of years in every way. I
think he's going to move," Laxalt
said on ABC's "This Week with
David Brinkley."
After a week of frank discussions
with political allies and mixed signals on how firmly he will insist on
more defense spending and no new
taxes, Reagan girded Sunday for a
final round of tough judgments on
the fiscal 1984 budget, to be delivered to Congress Jan. 31.
His return from a weekend at
Camp David came amid growing
signs that political n:alities namely the prospect of $200 billion-plus deficits - will force him
to retreat from some fundamentals
of his economic and fiscal programs.
Administration officials hinted at
a strong likelihood Reagan will
agree to cutbacks or delays in his
$1.6 trillion, five"year defense buil·
dup and were careful to distinguish
between his opposition to highel'
taxes in 1984 and in future years.
Their comments suggested
Reagan might accept the reality of a
record deficit in the range of $200
billion next year, but further cornpromise to bring it down in later
years to build confidence in the economy.
After last week's round of meetings at the White House, Laxalt
said, "I sense that he's got a wholly

different perspective of this -whole
situation."
Somewhat out of character, conservative Laxalt, who last week
termed the Iatestprojcctions "a little
terrifying,'' said Reagan should
agree to "trigger in" additional re·
venues after I 984 as a sign of his
determination to shrink future deficits.
Although Laxalt said last week
that Reagan was "very close to
being locked in concrete" on such

I
I
I
f
I
I

matters as defense, he predicted
Sunday the president wiii submit "a
bold, {]ecisive, imaginative budge(
package" reflecting the concerns
expressed by GOP leaders and top
administration officials.
Another important Republican
player in the budget process, Sen.
William Armstrong, R-Colo., urged
Reagan Sunday to propose "very
bold spending reductions ... everywhere, including defense."
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Commuter Pass • . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •t6.00

6 gract. 'de hoe.n.

,tl

TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns 6 toast•••••.•••.•••.•••••••••.••• 52.65
ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns 6 toast ... , ........................ 52.15
TWO EGGS, hash browns 6 toast ................................................. S1.80
ONE EGG, hash browns 6 toast ••••.•.••.•..•••••.•••••._..•••.••..•••..•••••••
S1.30
PANCAKES _(4). _, ...... -. •.•••••••• ·~ •••• -. ••• , ......
-$1.45
HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla 6 toast ••. , •••••••..••..•• $2.15
WESTERN OMLE"nE, ••.••• :_ • •_•••.•••••..••.••••..•.•.• , ••.•••••.••••.•.••..•• ,. •••.•••• $2.99
three eggs, green.chlli 6 cheddar cheese, served With tomato, hash browns 6 toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea With Any of The Above Breakfasts

BACON~

Sun-Tran wiD be selling passes at UNM in the SUB (main floor,
north end) from 9 AA to 3 PM on January 14.17,18 and 19.

twent¥ rides
*e.valleble criy to ful-ame ltudenls d 8CCiedked poet high IChool edtlcatlonll ........

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No.-5
No. 6
No. 7

II
I

. (Served with whole wheat toast, margerine 6 jelly)

Cop¥(~~ ~~~ ,.ch~p; ,ick~ ~·

•so.oo
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How much are you spending for commuting to school'? As a
fuD-time student. )OU could pay as little as
per semester.
That's the priced Sun-Tran's Sem~ Pass. And you don't
have to stop at school, the Semeste,.e Pass is good for unlimited
rides during the week and weekend.

Pllnch Pass • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• -. • • • • • • •

1
1

DIW\KFAST

~·

(Monerl

Sem~ Pass • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • •
good through May 31st.
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SIDE ORDERS
I
Fries ••••••• $.55 One Egg •••••••••• $.50
Bacon, Ham, Sausage or Beef Pattie ••••••••••• $.85. I
I1 French
Hash Drowns • ; •••••• 65 Pancake •••••••.••.•40
Salad with choice of Dressiing .••••.••••••••••.•• 15 I
. Onion
Western Sfyle ••••••99 Toast 6 Jelly •••••••.•45
Extra Blue Cheese •••••.••.••••••••.••••••••• 15 I
••••••••• 75 Jelly •••••••••••••••• 05
Tomatoes (3 slices) ••••••••••••••••••.•••••• , •• 15
I Deans Rings
••••••••••••••35 Crackers ••••••.•••••05
American or Cheddar Cheese • •••••••••••••••••• 20 I
I Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) •••••••••••.••••••••••50 Green Chili or Chili con Carne (1 oz.) •••••..••.••20
I
Take Out on. All Items
I
II
HAMBURGERS
II
No. 1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles. onion 6 lettuce•••••••••••.• $1.35
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese •••••••••••••••••••• 1.50
·1
.,
DO.NANZA
American ch,.se, thousand islond, !omato, onioni lefti,Jce pickle ......• 2).29
_
I ,. No.
No. 4 FIE.STA BURGER.chll con
or or-.n cfllll, cheddar cheese,
lettuce ................ •... t.55
··1
6 lettu_ce • : •••• •••••• • :' .: ••
.: ·
I.·.·_ ... .. . ,. ·r···9.:_4:5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce,. onion
qnfon ................. ·••••••••. • 1.30_,_·. · ···.·I
1
.. . .. ~- . . .'• . -. ~~ MriDWfcHES . '.
..
I
GRILLED. CHEESE- o~ ~ole wheat YAtt, .American cheese, lettuce. 6. tomatC> •••••• $~90·
I
HAM,. LEnUCE 6' TOMATO· on:
wheat with salad dressing .••••••••·.•.••••••• f .45
1
LmUCE. &: TOMATO same as above ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.45
II
EGG. LEITUCE & TOMATO· sam& as above ........... ~ ............. , ......... t .10
1
·
·
.
;
·
.
MEXICAN· FOOD:
I
I.
No. 7 TACO meat. 'cheeset leth..c& 6 fomat~ •••..•.•• : . ·~ ·•• ~ •••• ~-~r
S·.80.
I
No. 8 CHALUPA beans. cheese, lettuce & tomato •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• 70
I
No;. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce 6 tomato ••••••••••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.29
I
BEEF with Chili Con Came, cheddar cheese & onion
I
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese 6 onion.
--_ .. __ --··------------•
.VEt?£:FARIAN
CHILl, cheddar
6 oni9n
..
-... ··-· ·:··,1--"-- .,.
I
I
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco 6 beans.-••••••••••••••• • •••• • • • • • • • • •2.19
I
I·. /.
GREEN CHILl STEW small oz.)
i~. .i.(~2.EozRS.)
•·. ••••••••·. •." •.: ••~- ~ •.59 .89. ~ ~3:~) cfi_\:".ft;-. (\·:. I·
.
1

Sun:rranomics is
More for Less.
(MUea)

'

Home of the latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade .Sweetroll

I
I

MAMMOTH LAKES, Calif. night and Sunday morning registerSwarms of earthquakes that have · ing between 3 and 3.5.
C. Dan Miller, volcano hazards
rattled the high Sierra in recent days
are related to underground magma assessment coordinator for the
flow and possible activity from an
USGS, said scientists using laser inancient volca~o tha~ is altering the struments had detected changes in
ground, officials sa1d Sunday.
the earth's surface in the region
. It had been suspected, but not prewhere the quakes have been cenvJOusly confirmed, that the more tcred, just south of the intersection
than 2,000 quakes that have rocked of Highways 395 and 203 - the
the area since Thursday at the rate of main thoroughfares into the popular
one every one or two minutes, were ski resort of Mammoth Lakes.
. The roads are the only way out of
portents of possible volcanic eruptions.
the area during the winter, but
"The U.S. Geological Survey Michael Jencks, chairman of the
says t?.equakes are related ~o n:tagm.a Mono County Board of Supervisors,
flow, and not normal seJsmJc ac1- told a meeting of concerned resitivty, said Donna Perez of the inter- dents Sunday the board would deagency office at Bishop, Calif.
cide later this week whether to snow
A news release jointly issued Sun- plow an escape route over the dirt
day afternoon by the USGS, and the Jogging .roads that are normally
Mono County Board of Supervisors, closed this time of year.
Scientists continued to stress
noted that the nature of the .quakes
"continues to sug~est'' a magma there was no immediate danger to
flow source, she sa1d.
the town or its residents, although
.. Most of the quakes have: reg- there was no guarantee that an
1stered about 1.0 on the R1chter emergency would be preceded by
scale, too small to be felt, but tre- long periods of danger signs,
mor~ large en.ough to. be detecte~
"We don't know the significance
contmuted to J~lt tounsts and res1- at this point," Miller said, adding it
dents several t1mes a day. There was unclear whether the shifts could
were four such temblors Saturday be interpreted as danger signals.

Across from
JahOSQn Gym

·

/

loZ~ TOP· CHOP STEAK Ground round, Texas toast, French frieS or hash broWN With salad •••••••••••••••••• $2.89·--. \

\v/ FRONTIE-R: BURGER1 $PECIAL: .HidiOrr sinoke sauce, ch~se. 1ooO·IslancJ. onion, French fries 6 salad .•••••••••• 2.39
5 oz. RIB EYE. STEAK-USDA Chql~e texal l'Q.OSt, F~ench frlts or hail\ brewns: Wllh sakld•••••••••••..•••• 4.29
·· :.
CHEF. SAf:AD wHt, cholc~ 01 dressing, Jetluce, tOmcak.:. cheddc:W thiese. ham 6 egg •..••..• ••••• ,. ••••.•. 2o6.9

'

"<',,\~;:)~-...
/)', u

\

.,,

VEGrfARFAN SALAD '-ttuc*; tamaro. chedcfar ~. 6 egg •••. : ••••••••.••••••.. :•••••••• .". :·•• 2~49

- . . DNNK! ·-"".. -~

I COFFEE •••
$.29 .35 .45
HOT TEA. -.- .................................29 .35- .4\5
I. HOTSpiced
or herbal tea •••••••••••••••••35 .40 .45
CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER••••••••40 .50(.65
II .MILK. • ; , •••• , ••••••• ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .45'..80.
:o • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

..

med.,(O

\

,

-- -- {

.

SOFT DRINKS cok•, dr. pepf*· & 1 up...•...•...• $.40 .55 .65
ICE T-EA ............... -· ••••••••••••••••.••_35 .50 .•.60
LEMONADE .....................................75
JUICE oronge. apple, tomato & gtopefrult ..............50 .•65 .95
SHAKES choc::olaht, strawberry & vanilla ....••....••.•55 .80 1.05
Fres~ Squeezed Orange Juice •••••••••65 ~95. 1.45

I

1.
1
1

1
.
.. . 1\0LL .67 .
. 6-pack frozenrolls 3.29
..
I
·----~----------------~--·
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--Editorial-Newsman Wounded
In Judicial Crossfire
testified he never met Donohue
until some time after the article
was published,
Secondly, Donohue did not
work for the commission when
the article in question was published in March of '1977. He held
the positions of commission deputy director and chief investigator from May 1977 to April1979.
Further, Marchiondo has no
gripe about the article itself: he
objects to the placement of his
picture underneath a headline
that read, "Organized Crime
Showing .Interest in New Mexico." Hume had nothing to do
The judge who cited Hume with where the photo was put.
says revealing information from
District Judge Richard Traub
commission documents is hassaidDohonue'stestimonyin
this case is tantamount, yet he
against the law.
Hume has said he will not will not allow Donohue access to
answer the question because of commission files to refresh his
a newsman's right to keep memory, In fact, Donohue has
sources or information confiden- been prohibited at times from
tial, although he has never said if testifying on what he can readily
Donohue gave him any informa- recall.
tion.
It appears Traub is infinitely
Donohue is now an investiga- more interested in the informator for the Journal in its defense tion Hume may or may not have
against the lawsuit, and is ex· than he is in what information
pected to testify in the trial. He Donohue does have.
has said he never gave the Jour·
The balancing act between fair
nal any information.
trial and a free press js a delicate
Hume should never have been one, to be sure. But obstruction
cited for contempt of court. His of a fair trial is not why Hume
choice in exercising his rights as faces a jail sentece. He faces jail
a newsman is not burdenin!fUfe ··because Traub is caught befair trial process. In fact, the tween a powerful attorney with
question he refuses to answer connections and a powerful
seems to have little to do with the newspaper with connections.
defense of this case.
Hume is just a scapegoat for
In the first place, Hume has Traub's nervous helplessness.

COUNTY

Sadly, DOONESBURYwill not be with us any longer. Author Garry
Trudeau is taking a sabbatical·ofsorts and may not be back for as long
as 20 months. He has left DOONESBURY and his cohorts in interest·
ing situations, but plans to bring them all full.into the 1980's upon his
return.
In place of DOONESBURY, we bring you BLOOM COUNTY by B.erke
Breathed. The strip is a funny, frank look at life in a small community.
Enjoy.

--Letters-Elite Group Elicits Ire
Editor:
I am shocked to see on the
television that there now exists a
Chicano Policemen's Associa·
tiort (no whites allowed).
Whatever became of those
political activists of the Universi·
ty who were screaming so loudly
three months ago about racism
and even the very existence of
these inferior races?

Did they all freeze to death
during the Christmas cold wave?
If they are so concerned with
the elimination of racism it
would certainly be most
appropriate to start with our pub·
lie tax supported servicemen.
Let's hear from the activists
again.
Fred Gomar

NtW \'It XICo------~-~-~---

Department Store Clerks
Avoid Primary Function

by Berke
Breathed

Albuquerque Journal editorial
writer William Hume has been
cited for contempt of court and
faces up to six months in jail for
refusing to say whether he re·
ceived confidential information
from the Governor's Organized
Crime Prevention Commission.
Hume was asked by an attar·
ney representing William Marchiondo in a libel lawsuit against
the Journal whether John H.
Donohue gave him information
about Marchiondo and former
G
d
D
ov. Jerry Apo aca while onohue worked for the commission.

Doonesbury on Vacation

---Opinion---

BLOOM

ll

~

~

J

,

~

ceR!'AIN~Y.

The real issue at hand nowadays is department-store salespersons. I may be naive, but I
always thought that the primary
function of salespersons is to
take your money in exchange for
merchandise. But lately I've en·
countered quite a few salespersons who would rather die than
let me buy anything. I recently
spent nearly three hours in a department store trying to buy
some patio furniture, and the
salespersons were incredibly inventive in their efforts to stop
me:
ME:Excuse me, but I ordered
some patio furniture, and" •..
SALESPERSON: That's not
this department. This is Housewares.
ME: Yes, .1 realize that, but
there's nobody in the furniture
department, and I thought that
since you're not busy maybe you
could call the stockroom and tell
them I'm here to pick up my
order.
SALESPERSON: There should
be somebody over in Furniture.
Patio furniture is furniture.
ME: Right. I couldn't agree
more. I think just as soon as we
call the stcckroom we ought to
go right over to Furniture and
leave them a nasty note.
SALESPERSON: They're
probably taking a break, over in
Furniture. You could wait for
them over there.
ME: Right. I can think of nothing I'd rather do than wait over
in Furniture, but I was waiting
there for almost a half hour, and I
get the impression maybe
they're taking their break in
Lima, Peru, and I'm in kind of a
hurry, I thought it wouldn't take
you more than a couple of
seconds to call the stockroom
about my order.
SALESPERSON: You want me
to call the stockroom?
ME: That's itl Terrific ideal
Why not? Why not call the stockroom? I love the whole concept.
SALESPERSON: Okay but first
I gotta take my break. Denise,
take care of this man, will you?
DENISE: Yes?
ME: Hi. I'm her~ to pick up
some patio furniture, and ...
DENISE: That's not this department. This is Housewares.

•••
One of these days you're
going to read a newspaper story

about some deranged consumer
who forced a department-store
salesperson, at gunpoint, to sell
him a lawn tractor. This consum·
er will probably be arrested and
charged with buying something
from the wrong department,
which is apparently a violation of
federal law.
And another thing. The restrooms in department stores all
seem to have those electric
blow-dryers instead of paper
towels, which are infinitely superior. This is Wrong. If God
didn't want us to use paper
towels, He would not have made

Gov. Anaya Faces Myriad of Statewide Problems
Commentary by Dennis
Pohlman
When Toney Anaya stepped
to the podium in a packed
House chamber Jan. 1, 1983,
he inherited a host of problems.
The new governor's boundless energy will be tested at the
upcoming state legislative ses·
sion, which will establish the
pc!itical fences for Anaya's
term. In the wake of the costly
and still unsettled reapportionment and the fall elections that
strengthened liberal "loyalist"
Democratic forces, the House
is trying to pick a speaker for a

chamber apparently now
deadlocked between loyalists
and the conservative "cowboy
coalition" members. The issue
has clouded with the defection
of Max Coli of Santa Fe to the
Democrats and the uncertain
loyalties of several members
scrambling to make the most
political hay out of the turmoil.
Anaya's ambitious plans may
never see the light of day if the
battle over the speaker's post
continues for long.
The Legislature also will
have to shore up the pitfalls in
last year's operating budget,
likely to drain the surplus
funds. Lower severance tax re-

Welcome Back

LIFE
AND
RELATED
UBJEC
By Dave Barry

trees. But what really makes me
mad is that instead of apologizing for installing electronic
dryers, the department stores
claim they're actually doing us a
favor. I recently saw an electric
dryer with a sign stating it was
installed " ..• to protect you
from the hazards of diseases that
may be transmitted by towel litter." Whatdiseases? Did you
ever hear of anybody getting a
disease from paper towel litter?
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
U.S. government reported that
three hundred more people died
yesterday of diseases transmitted by
paper towel litter in what has become a nationwide epidemic. "This
neetlless tragedy was totally need·
less,"said Dr. Norman A. Plankton
of the United States Department or
Diseases. "People see theSe televi·
sion commercials wherein house·
wives soak up large quantities or li·
qulcls with. paper towels, and they
think paper-towel ownership is just
a bed of roses. They never see the
tragic aftermath; they never see the
housewife and her Innocent children
writhing on the kitchen Ooor in the
final throes of paper-towel-litter dis·

;:.
•.}

Get your calendar for 1983
The First Calendar ever
featuring UNM Students
Certain to be a collector's item!

Available at tiJ,e UNM Bookstore - $6.95

ease.''

UNM Bookstore
Is glad to see you back! You've already coped with registration, campus maps, parking ...and now: the Bookstore!
We want your experience with us to be pleasant. Please ask us for late listed courses, text location and anything
else we can help you with.

,
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The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
Of the Unlversil'/ year, Weekly dutlng closed
end finalS weeks and weekly during the sum·
mer sass/on, by the Board a! Student Pub1/eat/ons of the University of Now Me•lco,

SubScriptiOn rate IS StO per academic year.
Second class postagl! paid at Albuquerque,

Editor ........................ Kelly Gibbs
Menaglng Editor •••••.• ,., Judy Nakamura
Alsoclate Managing Edllor .. Robert Wood
News Editor .................... Eve Cres•
Copy Editor, ................. Stacy Green
Photo Editor .. , ............. Joe Cavaretta
Associate Photo Editor ..... Jeff Ale•ander
Graphic Artist... ,. ....... Priscilla Gonz4/ez
Sport! Editor .................. Steve King

Please Read Our Returns Policy!
1) Vou MUST have your sales receipt!
2) Last day to return spring texts Is Feb. 12, 1983
3) Books must be in original condition as purchased.
4) You must have your UNM ID.
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New Mexico· 87131.
The opinions expressed on the ·editotiel
pages of the Naw Mexico Osify Lobo are
those of the author solely. Unsigned opinion
I• that of the e~dltor end reflects the editorial
policy oi the paper but does not necessarily
represent the views of the members of the

Our Regular Hours:

Special Registration Hours:

Oslfy Lobo .steff.
Associate Spotts Editor ••• , .George Chavez
Arts Editor ............ , .. , ... Eddie Tafoya
Reporter................. Dennis Pohlman
Reporter.. , ... , .............. Laura Tolley

Reporter ................. u ••• Ratncna Nve
Enlertainmant Reporter ...... Johanna King
Oat• Entry .................... Wren Propp

venues caused by decreased of Spanish-speaking Amer- the new administration.
demand for the state's mineral icans everywhere. Anaya enresources have put the pinch joys the spotlight, and will no
Environmentalists have
on the state's anticipated re- doubt become a spokesman already called on the Anaya
venue for the forseeable fu- for Hispanics at the western administration to enforce laws
ture, making it unlikely that and national governor's con- to protect wilderness and IndiAnaya will get all the programs ferences and other forums.
an lands inore effectively than
outlined in his Economic DeWomen's groups, pleased at the outgoing King administravelopment Plan. Anaya has cal- Anaya's cabinet selections to tion, and the much-troubled
led for tax increases to solve assign women to policy- uranium industry will likely
the dilemma, but will a coali- making positions promise at provide the first policy test for
tion-controlled House raise the Glorieta Women's Confer- the new governor when heartaxes after the cuts enacted last ence in September, now will ings on toxic waste cleanup
year?
wait ·to see what progress will open later this week.
Hispanics, proud of Anaya's be made on issues such as reposition as the highest-elected productive freedom in the exAll told, Anaya has enough
Hispanic in the riation, want tended legislative session, and unsettled questions to keep
him to use his position to call how strong a voice his female him busy for more than the
more attention to the problems appointees will really have in four years he has been alloted.

Monday Jan. 17 open Bam to 7pm
Tuesday Jan. 1B open Barn to 7prn

Mon·Frl Bam to 5prn
Saturday 9arn to 1pm

Open late every
Tuesday ond Thursday
'til 6pm through
this month, January

Business Manager , •..•...••• Michael Ford
Advertising Manager ••••• , •• James Fl•het

•

•
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Report Elici_ts Response

ended in "frustration, anger and th~tt he would not seek anotlter term
By Craig Chrlssinger
COUPON
COUPON
even hostility" and that the search on the board, Anaya was prompted
Receive $10 Worth of Tokens For $5.
The following is an update com- committee process probably should to invite Hom to consider another
With This Coupon
piled by the Daily Lobo of .events not be used again, "particularly if post in Anaya's administration.
L.OCATEO IN THE DENTER OP
involving the UNM Board of Re- the committee's efforts and recom- Hom said he would consider the
FAIR PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
gents and the presidential sewch mendations are to be viewed by the offer.
In a hand-delivered Jetter to
LOMAS AND SAN PEDRO
that occurred during' the semester Regents as they were in the 1982
Limit of one cpupon per person per day
search,''
Anaya,
Hom said, "l have reached
break.
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK fOR YOUR ENJOYMENT!
Trnvelstead especially attacked this decision after much thought and
Regents Chairman Henry Jaramillo responded in December to Regents Jaramillo and Ann Jourdan, soul-searching.
"I have served 12 years on the
Chester Travelstead's report on the who served on the committee, for
search, while the Faculty Senate cal- never seeming able to "speak for tlte Board and have enjoyed the service
led for th~:; appointment of Regents Regents, even on general ques- very much. Yet this decision will
enable me to pursue otlter interests
with a ''new and different perspec- tions."
.
Jaramillo
wrote,
"I
am
extremely
that are not so time-ccisuming.''
tive."
AIR FORCE COLLEGE SENIOR
Anaya responded in a letter Dec,
disappointed in the trusted chairman
In
addition,
Gov.
Toney
Anaya
ENGINEER PROGRAM
of
the
committee
as
our
employee
29
saying, "The University and tlte
eyed Calvin Hom for a state job
when Hom resigned three days prior chose to use confidential infonna- state of New Mexico have benefited
to the end of his term as Regent. tion to attack a process he controlled greatly from your dedicated service.
Anaya also appointed a finalist from to get back at the Regents for not I am hopeful that you would be
available in the future to again serve
the cancelled search to a state office, naming a person of his choice. . .
''Because the president named the people of New Mexico."
Jaramillo criticized Travelstead's
Jaramillo said the Board will miss
report in a Dec. 6 letter sent to all was not among the committee's remembers of the search committee commended finalists does not indi- Hom, who ''always had a good feel
cate lack of confidence. This is a for the University. He had a natural
and the other four Regents.
The Regents chairman described false assumption, and I honestly be- ability to communicate with faculty
the report as being "a total dis- lieve every committee member and students. He was very sensitive
and this will leave the University
appointment" that represents a understood this."
Travelstead said he was not with a tremendous loss."
"slanted view.'' He also reminded
Eam more than S900 per month during your senior year of engineering. The Air
Regent Colleen Maloof's term
the chairman of the now-defunct angered by Jaramillo's comments,
Force.
. hu a.Cotlege Senior EngiiMHtr Prog.IBITJ th~t Is open to studen!s. l.n select
search committee that the "Regents but said further remarks would only also ended Dec.
~ 411cipllne. Cllfl8ln graduate students alsa aro aliQtb!e, Whllo you're com·
II![IIIW .-.engiiMHtrlng degree you will roc:lovo luii,P&Y and alloWances. Plus you'll
worked without pay and at great sac- continue the on-going battle of with two
1Miillliiiiiii1Dolher Air Force advantages •®h M C6rnplat. medical and dental care
who
words between the two.
rifice."
• _, 4lllaount shopping privileges~
~
··; ~r: . . ~
For ..,.,..lnlonnMion e1n thlogi'MI progl'lfll Cllllftlcii'Yicarolll2118-1122.
Meanwhile, the Faculty Senate she would like
Travelstead's Nov. 30 report
However, Anaya said
criticized tlte Regents' decision to Dec. 14 denounced the Board and
end the search and indefinitely retain said.it deplored the way in which the tain whether he will reappoint her as
John Perovich as interim president. Regents handled the search after re- \ there has been a "substantial numThe report said the lengthy search jecting six finalists recommended by ber of applicants for the two posts
the search committee.
and I just haven't been able to look
A vreat way oflile.
Their resolution stated, "The through all the names we do have."
p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ii;j;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiOiiiOiOOiiOOiiOOi=========-t Senate believes that the University
One post that Anaya has filled is
needs Regents with a new and diffe- Secretary of Commerce and ·Indusrent perspective and expresses its try, On Dec. 20 he appointed Alex
confidence that (then) Governor- Mercure, a finalist in the UNM preselect Anaya will choose such people idential seatch, to that position.
whenever vacancies occur on the
Mercure, 51, was a UNM vice
board, in particular, this January." president for regional affairs before
Steven Kramer, Faculty Senate becoming president of his own
chairman, said the Senate will he cable-television business in Albudrawing up its own plans for future querque. He also served as assistant
presidential searches independent of undersecretary of agriculture under
the Regents' review of the process.
former-President Jimmy Carter
When Hox:n annp~nced Dec. 28 from 1977 to 1980.

New Mexico Union

Mercado

Visit our Mercado!
We corry a wide
variety of services.
New Mexico Union

New Mexico Union

New Mexico Union

Mercado

Mercado

All
Magazines
1 0°/o off
cover price.

We corry a wide
selection of
Tobacco
Needs

Dulk
Candy
90
Varieties

New Mexico Union

New Mexico Union

New Mexico Union

Mercado

Mercado

Mercado

Newspapers
Dotteries
Sundries

Photo Shop
will meet any
price in -town on
developing

Mercado

Check Cashing
Service
(must hove student 10)

New Mexico Union

Mercado

Mercado

Greeting Cords
for
all Occasions

We corry

Check out our new
Fudge House
cornerl

GOOD!

2608 CentralS£
across the street
from Johnson Gym

....ui~<wllw

Buy 1 Get f

FREE

266·4149 or 268-31 os•l

Anwtth this coupon

·' ·y

I
I
I

Open 7 days a week
6:30 am dl'l 0:00 pm

Offer good fro ...
6:30am. to ~0:00am

I

Enrich Your Life!
FAILED: This car did not pass the new auto-emissions test
program initiated by the city. The city failed, .too. Because
.M"~''"'!o honor a required waiting p~riod ~efore
~~~~ty had to shut d~wn the operation unt1l Jan.
•

.,-...~ .. ~'!ir·J

Emissions Test Halted;
Awaits Final Decision

Meet today's challenges,
Enroll in a Bible Course for Credit.
Old Testament Survey
Job thru Malachi
New Testament Survey
·The Corinthian Letters
Early Church History
The Book of Acts

MW 9- 10:30am
MW 10:30 - 12:00
.TTH 9- !0:30am
Tues.

6:30 ~ 9:30pm

A district court judge will hear arguments on Jan. 24 for ending tlte
controversial auto emissions testing program, but the program will resume at
least temporarily, Jan. 17.
'
The program, operated by Hamilton Test Systems, a division of United
Technologies Corp., is designed to identify vehicles emitting excessive
amounts of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons to reduce air pollution.
Several car owners, however, have claimed that the mandatory inspection is
illegal, unconstitutional, and will not actually result in cleaner air.
Judge Philip Ashby agreed with the three residents who brought suit
against the city, county and the seven-member Air Quality Control Board to
halt the program, and said the standards and regulations were not filed at feast
30 days before the testing started, .as specified under state law.
Ashby emphasized in announcing his Jan. 5 decision to halt testing until
next week that he had not reached a verdict on the legality of the program,
only that filing procedures had been violated. Ashby also said that all cars that ·-r::::::::::::;:::::;;::c;;::cc;;::c;;::cc;;::ccccc;;::c;;::cs:::r,:s:::r,:~:~::~:~::~:~:::::::s::::::s::::::s:uu:::::u:::::r:::so::s:::::r::::::::::::::::a:::::::::::::::c:::c:::c,.
have already passed the inspection will not have to be re-inspected.
f!
• Hamilton Test Systems operates a similiar program in Phoenix. The
residents bringing the suit contend the program discriminates against owners
of newer cars, because older models are not required to pass the inspection,
and that the fee and fine for violating the new ordinance are too high,
presenting a temptation for abuse.

Fees 10.00 per course
Registration at Christian Student Center
or at first class meetjng

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE
265-4312

admissions, career services, dean of
students, student advisement, finanCial aid, veteran's affairs, continuing ed~cation, student union
food service, student bookstore,
skills center, graduate studies, college advisement centers, ethnic and •
women's centers, parking services
and school relations.

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2112 Central SE 243-1777
Serving UNM and the Albuquerque area

Make Us Your

BOOTS
Ladies' & Men's

20°/o
It w~s on Jan. 6, 1912, that then-President Howard raft
proclaimed New Mexico the nation's 47th' state.
.

Breakfast

(Dining Room Semce Only)

I1

Mexican food Restaurant
and Coffee Shop

The following offices will be
open until 6 p.m. as well as during
the noon hour: registration, cashier,

ALBUQUERQUE CELEBRATED the 71st anniversary of
New Mexico's entry into the Union with a birthday party
on Jan. 6 at the Civic Plaza.
Mayor Harry Kinney was on hand for the festivities,
which included the singing of the state song "Oh Fair New
Mexico," by fourth-and fifth-grade student~ from Longfel·
low Elementary School.

Gourmet Jellybeans

and
Carry Out

A number of offices at UNM will
remain open until 6 p.m. every
Tuesday and Wednesday throughout
January for the convenience of
working students.

Mon-Thur 1am-8pm
Frl 7am-6pm
Sat 6am-2pm
·

12 varieties
of
Jelly-Delly

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Dining Room Service

Offices on Overtime

(2-J day return)

New Mexico Union

•, ,:, .. r
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Off

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central SE

for Used and New Texts
Classroom supplies and calculators

Special Back-to-School Hours
Sunday, January 16 12-Spm
Mon-Thur January 17•20 8:30am-7pm
-

-

.

.

-

-

-

I

We Have a New Refund Policy
Please Ask for a Copy
Watch for our 357 sale!

,
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Under the Scalpel·:
UNM Gets Facelift
By Laura Tolley

DETOUR: Redondo Avenue in front of Hodgin Hall will be closed to traffic until tomorrow
because ofthe ongoing renovation there. The hall will be used as an Alumni Center when it
is completed.

Redondo Road in front of Hodgin
Hall is closed today, but construction should be completed by
Tuesday.
"We had to trench across the
street to make utility connections,"
said project engineer Bob Schmidt
of the University of New Mexico
architect's office.
The road was supposed to be open
today, but construction was delayed
a day because the equipment broke
down, Schmidt said,
The repairs are part of the renovation of Hodgin Hall, which is scheduled to be completed by September
1983.
The architect's office is also making alterations in the Student Union
Building that should be completed
by Jan. 17, Schmidt said.
'
The SUB will house various food
shops along the west side of the
building. Shops include The Food
Bazaar in the middle, The Big Dipper on the north end, and The Cookie
Company on the south end.

During the holidays, work was·
continued on the Gymnastics Gymnasium next to the University Arena. Construction was delayed because of bad weather, but Schmidt
said, ''lt will be finished in the early
part of March,"
.
Before being used for gymnastics, the gymnasium will first be
used to house the media during the
NCAA Basketball Finals this
March.
Before Christmas, a soundmixing platform was installed in
front of the balcony in Popejoy Hall.
The platform will provide better au-'
dio production for the auditorium,
Schmidt said.
The architect's office will be
opening three bids this month for
additional renovations, Renovations
include additional work on the Cancer Research Center, alterations of
the main water system pumphouse
behind Mesa Vista Hall, and the installation of a water system on North
Campus that will contain a 1million-gallon water reservoir there.

Popejoy Ball

Major Events- Spring 1983

.
From Bach to Boogie- World Famous

Wednesday January 12
8:J·S PM

CANADIAN BRASS

.

.

Two Spectacular Performances

Sunday January 16
Matinee 4:00PM
Evening 8: 15 PM

BALLET FOLKLORICO NACIONAL
DE MEXICO

•

UNM Prqfessor Chairs Nuclear Waste Symposium
By Allison Lacy
In an international symposium on nuclear
waste management held late last semester in
Boston and chaired by UNM geology Professor Douglas Brookins, many scientists presented papers on the different aspects of a
multiple-barrier system to store nuclear waste.
The system, which will probably be used at
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) site in
New Mexico, involves encasing the radioactive material in a series of barriers.
The first barrier will probably _be borosilicate glass, a special glass that is resistant to
leaching, or allowing water to get to the
radioactive material and cause it to leak.
''Under expected repository conditions the

glass can probably withstand anything,"
Brookins said.
The nuclear waste will actually be made a
part of the first barrier so as to immobilize it,
he explained.
A steel alloy canister will then be put
around the glass, and on top of that another
sleeve of metal or a "vacuum" effect will be
used as an overpack, Brookins said.
Following this barrier, a special clay mate·
·rial will be used as a backfill. Brookins said if
water contacts this material, the chemicals in
the backfill can remove and stop any potential
leaching material.
The final barrier is the actual rock or mined
repository surrounding the system.

Also discussed at the symposium was the
favorability of the WlPP site in New Mexico.
Documentation by Sandia National Laboratories scientists demonstrated the favorable
characteristics of the WIPP site rocks.
Although Brookins didn't present any
material on WIPP at the symposium, he said,
''In terms of the work I've personally done, it
(WIPP) is extremely safe."
The WIPP site, located about 25 miles east
of Carlsbad, is being considered for transuranic defense waste, which has a low level of
radiation.
Brookins said the geology of the area is
sound and that the rock there is favorable.
"Water has not percolated through, as some

have said," he added.
There has been some fear that pockets of
brine discovered below the repository might
be dangerous to the site, but Brookins said that
the brine poses no threat to the repository.
"Even if there is a dissolvent, you can't
dissolve a mountain of salt with a thimble of
water," he said.
Another reason for choosing the New Mexico WJPP site is its low surface value.
''The maximum surface impact of WIPP is
the relocation of about 36 cattle," Brookins
said.
The waste would be buried about 2,400 feet
below ground surface, using the multiplebarrier system, according to Brookins.

Albuquerque, NM

87106

THE CHIEFTAINS

.

.

Frankie Carle -Roberta Sherwood

Thursday February 3
8:15PM

The BIG BAND CAVALCADE

.
.

Vincent Price as Oscar Wilde in

Wednesday February 9
8:15PM

DIVERSIONS AND DELIGHTS

J
.

Return Engagement- Broadway Hit Musical

ANNIE
Last Chance To See ltUve- On Stage

.

Patrice Ml!nselln A Ragtime Musical Revue

Saturday February 26
8:15PM

NEW HOURS

Friday March 4
Saturday March 5
8:15PM
Sunday March 6 - 2: 15 PM

MON.-FRI. 7:30-7:30
SATURDAY 10:00-5:00

Thursday April 28
Friday April 29
8:15PM

SUNDAY NOON-5:00

Celebratedllrishl Traditionall Folk!

Sunday January 30
8:15PM

Monday February 2 I - 7:30 PM
Tuesday February 22
Wednesday February 23
8:15PM

2:H2 Central Avenue S.E.

Where All The Good Things Happen.

TINTYPES

..

Ballet West Spectacular All-New Production

SWANLAKE
.
.

With the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra
Broadway Hit Musical Comedy

BARNUM

.

.

Direct From Helsinki

Sunday May I
8:15PM

ACADEMIC GLEE CLUB of FINLAND
.

•mna.;c;.,.,ow

Student Discounts Available Upon Request

INTRODUCES

Telephone 277-J 121

r.\
PHOI'ESSOR I Tf.BLISIII ;\.'(;
Here's how it workS :

21/24 SALE THI\U 1·31-83
• 8'/t • 11 white only

• Auto Feed

Prof~ssors organize a 'selection Of class
readmgs (check copyright law for legal use
o~ma~erial) and drop the master off at Kinko's
Kinko s wilt.
• Duplicate it
• Assemble Custom Notebooks
• Distribute them to your students at a
reduced rate
Out Professor Publlshhig Plan is available at no
costto you or y6ur department.
Call 255 .. 9~1.3 fo.t more itlforma.tioii or camrus couri~r urvil!t!w

•

I
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Sandia
Mountain
Outfitters

for
cross
country
skiing

~ 9611 MENAUL BLVD. ME

Uranium Waste Causes Furor
By Dennis Pohlman
A research and information organization concerned with environmental iss'UeS has called on the
'Anaya administration to ''stop treat' ing the urani'Um industry with kid
'gloves" and enforce regulations re' quiring United Nuclear Corporation
to clean up a uranium tailings pile
allegedly contaminating groundwater along the Rio Puerco in Northwestern New Mexico.
The Southwest Research and Information Center says a new report
reveals that seepage from several
tons of uranium tailings near the United Nuclear Corp.'s Church Rock
,1 uranium mill has extended beyond
the company's containment area and
is contaminating groundwater on ad. joining state and Indian lands. Chris
Shuey, spokesperson for the center,
accused the King administration of
failing to enforce laws regulating
groundwater contamination and
radiation protection for the past two
years. He added that this case could
be a test of Anaya's administration
stand on environmental questions.
United Nuclear closed the Church
Rock mill in May 1982, citing poor

market conditions for uranium, but
the company is obligated to insure
that the tailings pile, consisting of
slag processed to obtain the 'Uranium, which comprises less than 1
percent of the ore, does not escape
the containment area into usable
groundwater off the company's
land.
Shuey said the state Environmental Improvement Division informed
UNC in a Dec. 27, 1982, letter that
monitoring wells showed high concentrations of dangerous toKic

wastes in excess of permissible
levels, but added that the division ·
does not appear to be.'taking the possibility of violations of the law as
seriously as it should,
Shuey estimated that cleanup cost
would be more than $40 million, but
that the cost could be borne byUNC
over several years.
.
"I don't get paid to take out my
garbage, so I don't see why UNC
should, either," Shuey said. ''UNC
must be made to clean up the mess it
has created,'' Shuey added.

Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?
.....-:~-.

Godfather~ PizZa ..

~

Alb!lq!lerque 5 Location•
1061kaeDa Vl•bl, SE
11306 c.,.lral, SW
1700 M.,..ol Blvd, NE
11135 Coadolodo, NW
5100 Acodaav, NE
Aloo Ia Rio Rancho

Jeff Ale>!ender

OUTMATCHED; Toney Anaya seems small compared to the confines of the House Chamber
during his inauguration Jan. 7

__.....,_,.

247.9591
1136-0IU
2!19.6666
3f5.S561
121·7261

N ewsmal<ers

A prestigious award from his p~rs has been bestowed on longtime UNM
economics Professor David Hamilton.
Hamilton received the Veblen-Commons Award for 1982from the Association for Evolutionary Economics, The award, presented at a New York
City meeting on Dec. 28, recognized Hamilton's "outstanding contributions" to his field.
Sponsors of the award said Hamilton and previous recipients were selected
"because of the force of their ideas and the imaginative and relevant contribution of their thinking to the social problems of our day,''
Marion E. Timm Metivier, associate director of UNM's Affirmative
Action Program, has been named New Mexico's Outstanding Young Woman
of 1982.
Metivier's biography and record of accomplishments will appear in the
1982 awards volume of Outstanding Young Women of America.
The competition among private interests for control of revenues from
natural resources is explored in a new book by UNM economist Albert M.
Church. The book, "Conflicts over Resource Ownership," is published by
Lexington Books.
The book's focus is on public policies, including taKation and regulation,
that influence development of resources.
''Navajo Infancy: An Ethological Study of Child Development" was
written by Professor James S. Chisholm and will be published this spring by
Aldine Publishing Co. of Hawthorne, N.Y.

VIOLATION? Chris Shuey of the Southwest Research and
Information Center points to one of the wells where seepage from the Church Rock tailings dam was allegedly .
detected. The site is owned by United Nuclear Inc.

I~ TlfE7fJS

I

.

l.

I

,,. iJ.. FAMILY

I

• 3/0# CENT'HAL, S~
2$5-tl.JJO

4821 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 8710&

Open Mon.- Sat. 9:3o-6:oo
255·8673

E

Joe Cavaretta-

SECONDHAND ClOrHES
NElli 4 tJSED

From their first cautious steps, to t(!l most complicated Pas de
dfl!x, Happy Feel supplies all dancers with a complete selection of
footwear and apparel,
Names, 1tame dancers liave demanded for years. Capezio, Dmts~in,
Fkxatard and CarusliKa.
And always pro{mional ftttiny vy lrail!ed experts.
We'IJ(. 6wr filling New M'Xico daJUm for years.
Wliot you come ilt 6e sure to asfi for your free Happy Clu6 card,
a11d receive valua6k discmmts.

I

GOODI
New Mexico Union Food Service
New Mexico Food (Casa del Sol)
Open 9;00- J 0: f 5 for Breadfast and 10:30-1:00 for lunch Mon-Frl.

What Makes Our Mexican Food

Th~

Best? We Carel

AT THE

PUZZLED?
Residence Halls are the answer.

We want to be central in your
solution. Space is available for
Spring Semester. Contact
HOUSING RESERVATIONS •
201 LA POSADA • 277-2606.

--Residence Halls----

RIGHT
TIME

Enchilada •••••••••••••••••••••• $.89
• -'lllllltl""~-n\'t

_AMf'Ril:ANtlltll.fRtf>Atllllt;tU'"\"5

r.ot~rV~f~~~~{.r1,1:U~1~~c..~~\~~i.A~r~~~ltlN~tt,~l ..\·
W.t\R:";.£R nAOTIIn!i R~tC'IIIIl!i

• MUIU fU\'\O,IfMI,\ll't Ni \"-l'l"llilit \k~liWNtfli'>
' 1t1~~~~tl\ t\~}/';\,\~r~W! tllm\1illlt 1111 l ~litlhl

1

Lunch

Salads

Enchilada plate .................................. $2.35

Me~ican chef's salad •••• ; •••••• $1.50
Guacomole Salad ................ ,95

A Ia Carte

~II"

• \ "lltllll \"1 '>I'll')' -~o·1 Mit 1o> ~~ 1\\l-\ ...... \\t,ll!lll ~\til~ ~~- ll II
' '
" ,.._,f\1 HIIUH.tl\'
i tAilHilW~!itLT<\tltl~!. -,AStiMORt!"

Tamale •• -•••.•• -, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .;89
Bean burrito ........... , • .. .. .. :1.00
Beef burrito •• , •••••••. ,. • • • • • . . • • 1.89

Tostado. • • • • • . • •.• • • • • • • • •. • •.• . • . 1.89

Taco plate ••••_.•.•.•.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 2.35
-Bean Burrito plate •••• -. •• _. ••• , ••••••• -· •.••••••••• 1.90
Combination plate-enchilada, taco, tamale ••••••••• 2.95
(above served with chile, beans, rice gamish, tortilla or sopaipilla)

Taco •••.•••••-•••••••••••••••••••• 79

l'LUS: Salsa & Chips ••• $. 75; lg. $1.25
Hot Sopaipillas w/honey ••••••••• $.35
Nachos , ••••••••••••• $1.00; lg. $1.50

(served with choice of chile plus garnish)

•

Bowls
Posole .•• , ........ -• •••••••••.••.••.• 1.25
Chile & Beans •••••••••••••••••• 1.25
Beans •.•.••-•.••.•••••••••••••• , • • .65
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Wilderness Area in the Balance
from across the Southwest. Sev11ral
activists attempted to block Yates'
A federal appeals court in Denver equipment from reaching the site by
will rule today in a case that may camping on the roadway the comeffect the question of permitting de- pany bulldozed to the drilling platvelopment of federal wilderness form. Yates' .employees allegedly
shoved the protesters aside and ran a
land.s.
The lOth U.S, Circuit Court of bulldozer over their camp. Assault
Appcals must decide whether Yatcs charges against the company and the
Petroleum Corp. of Artesia ma:Y employees implicated are still pcndcontinue drilling for natural gas in ing ill federal court in El Paso,
The incident drew national attenthe Salt Creek Wilderness, a federally protected wilderness area outside tion from environmental groups and
several congressmen concerned that
Roswell.
Yates set up drilling equipment the government is incapable of proand began a test well about half a tecting itselfagainst what Rep. Mormile inside the wilderness area in ris K. Udall (D--Ariz.) called "the
October, citing a 1972 state-issued law of the midnight bulldozer,'' The
lease that permits the company to appropriations bill for the Interior
develop the area, The state ceded the Depa~tment fo~ 1982 included a
land in question to the fcderal gov- moratorium banning all leasing of
ernment in 1954 for pse as a migra- wilderness areas for the duration of
tory bird refuge but rctaincd all sub- the bill.
Yates has maintained that the exsurfacc mineral rights. The U.S. Depiration
date of the state-issued lease
partment of the Interior, however,
has jurisdiction over the surface of
the wilderness.
The action by Yates in setting up a
drilling rig without clearance from
the federal government prompted
protests from environmentalists

meant the company would lose development rights to the. area had the
drilling not begun before Nov. 1,
despite the lack of propcr clearance
to .enter the federal lands. The company was barred, Nov. 19 by U.S.
District Judge Juan Burciaga, from
further drilling but was pcrmitted to
m;tintain the drilling equipment,
Yates removed the rig in Dcccmber
for financial reasons but has since
been granted Intcrior Department
permission to resume drilling.
An attorney for the company said
Yates will not resume opcrations until the Denver appeals court makes a
decision, That court ordered the
state to extend the development
lease until it rules on the issue.
Environmentalists look to the
.court's ruling for indications of policy changes being implemented at the
national level concerning commer·
cia! development of wilderness
areas.

First-year enrollment in the nation's medical schools is down for
the frrst time in 20 years, but the
University of New Mexico School
of Medicine ~eports no expccted decrease in its 1983 entering class.
Diane Klepper, assistant dean for
admissions at the medical school,
said while the school has expcrienced a 10 pcrcent drop in the number of applicants over the past five
years, the number of students enrolling each year has remained constant.

The Association of American
Medical Colleges said recently that
14 medical schools reduced the size
of their entering classes by five or
more. students this year.
"We have had 73 frrst-year students for about the past 10 years, and
we don't expect any decrease in our
class size," Kleppcr said. She said
that schools which cut enrollment
probably did so for fiscal reasons
and because of physician surpluses
in their states.

By

January
Clearance
Sale
20 to 50% OFF
Fall and Wi·nter Clothing
Sale also at The Rose
at The Galeda

Denni~

Pohlman

Med Enrollment Steady
Despite National Trend

PIZZA EXPRESS

Umlted Delivery Areo

New Pizza Sizes!

CALL 243-2100

FREE DELIVERY!

--------------r--------------,--------------·
504 OFF 51 00 OFF 51 50 OFF
any

any

10'' Plzza

13'' Pizza

one coupon
perplzzo

one coupon
per pizza

any

16'' Pizza TelecoHege ·H·its Home
one coupon
per plzzo

With Spring TV Courses
For those people who are confined to the home front because of
job or family obligations, physical
limitations or transportation problems, Telecollege will offer two
television courses beginning this
month.
Offered through UNM's Division
of Continuing Education and Com•
munity Service, Education Foundations 493: Humanities and the Philosophy of Education - The Art of
Being Human; and Special Education 493: Gifted Education - Programming for the Gifted, Talented
and Creative will be available on

Conceptions
Southwest
1962 issue on sale now $4
In UNM Dookstore,
ASA Gallery, Marron Hall 131
& selected local bookstores

KNME-TV Channel 5.
The education foundations class
carries three undergraduate credits
and participants must attend a mandatory orientation session from
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Jan. 15 in
Woodward Hali, room 149. The
course will be viewed Jan. 22 to
April 30 from 11 a.m. to noon on
Saturdays.
The special education class carries one undergraduate credit with a
mandatory orientation session at I
p.m: Jan. 15 in WoodWard Hall,
room 149. The course will be aired
at 10:30 a.m .. on Saturdays from
Jan. 22 to April 11.
For fee and registration informa·
tion, contact the Division of Continuing Education at UNM.
Both courses are applicable to
teacher re-certification requirements.

Welcome Back

Personal Computing from Hewlett-Packard.
Now you can choose the right tool for your job.

HP-10C
"'
Scientific

HP-llC
Advanced Programmable Scientific.

200 program steps, subroutines, indirect addressing,
llags and conditional tests, insert/delete editing, 5 rede- Largest dedicated function set, bond functions, depreciafinable keys-$100.00
tion schedules, discounted cash flow analysis, 99 program
lines, repetitive calculations with single key strokeSale $89.00
-$150,00

Hewlett-Packard's lowest priced programmable ever!
The new HP-100 scientific calculator can make .problem
solving easier with:
• 7 Program Lines, Conditional
Branching
• Built-In Trigonometrics and $tatistics
Functions--$80. 00

Sale 129.00

Sale 72.00
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Series 10 Accessories

1

HP-llC Solution Book
HP-12C Solution Book
HP-12CTraining Guide
HP-15C Adv. Function Hd. Bk.

I: II • it II

H li •I II II 11·1 ,;

HP-15C Advanced ·Programmabl~
Scientific with Matrix Functions.

HP-16C Programmable Calculator
for Digital Electronics
and Computer Science.

448 program lines,. expa~ded function set including matrix solutions, complex number operations, solve and integrate- $135.00

Performs nurnherhase conversions and operations, as
well as extensive hit manipulation, Boolean operations-$150.00

Sale 120.00

HP-41C Personal, programmable and alphanumeric. Communicates in words as well as
numbers.
441 Bytes........... .
HP-41CV- All the alphanumeric power of the
HP-41C plus 5 times more built in memory.
Easily handles large programs.
2,233 Bytes ........ ..

HP-41C Handheld Computer
HP•41CV Handheld Computer with 5 times the memory
HP-82104A Cardreader
HP-82143A Thermal Printer/Plotter
HP-82153A Wand Reader
.Bf:IL Interface Module
HP•82161A Digital Cassette Drive
HP-82162A 24 chrs. Thermal Printer Plotter
HP-97. Desktop Fully Progrllmmahle
HP·82l80A Extellded Functions Module
HP-82l81A Extended Memory Module

per

across ftom UNM

848·8678

Bargain

Photo Suppll..
Photo Flnl1hlne
Dlacount

.,ric••

UNM Photo

Clne!Servlce

1-4:30 •1820 L11 Lom11 NE • 271;5143

List

Sale

195.00
275.00
195.00
385.00
125.00
125.00
530.00
495.00
750.00
75.00
75.00

165.00
230.00
165.00
325.00

Quantities Limited

UO,OO

110.00
440.00
396.00.
600.00
67.50
67.50
I

.

Limit 5 per customer

Come in and
ASK ABOUT
our Photo Paper

PACKARD

Hewlett-Packard's Series 40
Handheld Computer

Kodak Film Sa'le!
TX 135-36 _.,. $2 30 roll

211.8 Central S.E.

HEWLETT

Sale 135.00

Sale Ends 1-31-83

ON CAMPUS

HP-12C
Ad:vanced Financial Programmable
with Special Functions.

flOURS:

MON.~FRI.

ii:OO•S:3o

SAT, 8:30· 4:30
Malt I Ph<>no Orders

W.lcome,

HOLMAN'S~
.
.
401 WYOMING NE·2S5•79B1
QUality products lor the World ol Science, Engineerln!i & Business,

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGY

Focus

Arts

12 Month Certificate Program
Consider a challenging career in a rapidly growing specialty
of medicine which is experiencing a tremendous shortage of
qualified technologists.
Applicants must have a baccaulaureate degree or be a registered nurse, radiologic or medical technologist by entry
date.
For further information, contact: Program Director, Nuclear
Medicine Technology, Basic Medical Science Building B-05;
277-5254.

''Behold, I have dreamed
another dream; and behold,
the sun, the moon, and
eleven stars were bowing
down to me."

.

House
Business?
Photographs by Jeff Alexander
Story by Laura Tolley
Did you go to the Abraham's
house moving Saturday?

- Genesis 37:9

Jim, AUison and Daniel Abraham
moved their 100-ton bungalow style
house from 1217 Central Ave., NE,
to 1109 Los Tomases Drive NW.

Application Deadline
for June, 1983 class:
January 31, 1983

Allison, an architect, said the
house belonged to Southwest Commul)ity Health Services. The office
she works for was going to convert
this and other houses into offices,
but it turned out to be too expensive.

We're st~ipping the store of winter clothes

Plans were made to tear down the
houses and make room for parking.
Allison said she asked to buy the
house. She paid the whopping
amount of $1 for it.

SALE ~ - V2 off

"IIove it, that's why I bought it,"
Allisol) said.
The house was moved in one
piece.lt took about 11 hours and about 100 workers and spectators were
present.

"'TWELVE BROTHERS- The Joseph Story" is part of the
new works by Evelyn Rosenberg now being exhibited at
the Performance Gallery.

~~6~· eJ ~~e ~Jiffi~EREH:J ffi!HDEFl
Both Locations
2937 Monte Vista NE
(Near UNM)

11101 Menaul NE
(foothills Shopping Center)

Artwork Illustrates

Opposite UNM
2112 Central SE 243-1777
Serving UNM and the Albuquerque area

Make Us Your

It took two days and more man-hours, but Jim and Allison Abraham (below} managed to get their dream house from
one part of the city to another during the weekend. The operation had to be preceeded by a bevy of city engineers,
telephone crews and Public Service trucks. The structure did not quite fit under the hundreds of traffic lights and
wires that stood between its origin on Cedar SE and its destination on Los Tomases SW.

Dreams of Joseph
By Eddie Tafoya

Student Book Store

MOBILE HOME:

"I'm going to try and restore it
now," Allison said. She said she
will rent part of it to a friend while
she works on the rest of it. She will
eventually live in it.

The night and the horizon undulate their way through Joseph's coat
of many colors; and behold, the sun,
the moon and II stars are bowing
down to him.
In a dream, Jacob, Joseph's
father, sees a ladder descending
from the heavens.
Such scenes from the Bible arc the
chief focus of Evelyn Rosenberg's
suite of etchings and paintings that
are now showing at Albuquerque's
Performance Gallery.
Rosenberg said that she had been
conditioned to avoid mixing religion
with this kind of art, but because she
had had extensive training in philosophy and comparative religions,
she decided to take from one to
embellish the other.
"In a way it took a lot of courage," she said of the merger. "I had
to be very sure of myself.''
The UNM alumnus elaborated on
her c()l)ccpts by saying that her art
was not merely decorative, but required an understanding of the subject matter in order to be fully
appreciated.
Rosenberg's Bible-oriented sub-

ject matter has found its way into
both conventional oil-on-canvas
renditions and embossed etchings
and lithographs, which the artist
produces and signs in editions of
100.
For her next project, Rosenberg
said that she would like to go back to
her biblical depictions and do a
series on Jacob and his four wives.
"It's a wonderful, juicy story,"
she said.
Sometimes, though, the artist
steers away from divine subject matter and focuses strictly on visual
statements, ultilizing handmade
paper and differing textures rather than differing colors - to
bring her images to life.
Paper, fragments of wood and
fragments of cloth brought together
with the aid of an ordinary kitchen
blender is the method the artist uses
to produce the different textures of
the ground and relief.
The New Works by Evelyn
Rosenberg are presently showing at
the Performance Gallery, located at
Eubank .and Comanche NE, in San
Marcos Plaza. Gallery hours are
Tuesday through Saturday 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

fast, free
30 minute
delivery

Hours:
4:30-1:00
Sun. Thrs.
4:30·2:00
Fri. & Sat.

'Death' Gets New Lease on Life
for Used and New Texts
Classroom supplies and calculators

Special Back-to-School Hours
Sunday, January 16 12-Spm .
Mon-Thur January 17·20 8:30am•7pm

We Have a New Refund Policy
Please Ask for a Copy
Watch for our 357 sale!

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

The University of New Mexico
theater arts department will give
death a new lease on life when a
UNM company revisits the regional
American College Theater Festival
with Death' s Cantina on Jan. 22 at
the William .E. Scott Theater in Fort
Worth.
Death' s Nose was one of seven
plays in the country invited to the
national theater festival at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
in Washington, D.C.
Death's Cantina (or, La Cantina
de fa Muerte) is the fourth UNM
play invited to the regional festival
since UNM began participating in
1976. The regional competition is
open to colleges and universities in

Arkansas and Louisiana,
UNM Associate Professor of
theatre arts James LinneU wrote and
directed both Death' s Nose and
Death' s Cantina. The popular plays
are best described as bilingual folk·
tales that explore the universal strug•
gle of life against death and .good
against evil, through a colorful
mixed bag of masks, ma.gic, music
and puppets of all shapes and sizes.
Death' s Camina will be revived
onSaturday,Jan. 15, at 10 a.m. and
8 p.m., and Saturday, Feb. 19, at 8
p.m.
All performances will take place
at Rodey Theater in UNM's Fine
Arts Center. For reservations, contact. UNM's Fine Arts Box Office at

~~~~~~~~~~=~=~~~~~c.~.~.~~.~.~.~~.~.~.~~.~.~.~~.~.~.~~.~.~.~~.~.~.~~.~.~~~~.~- ~wM~ico,O~~~~.J~~~.~J~=:~.~.

Buy any pizza
and a quart of Pepsi
at the regular price,
and get 2 Free
re-usable plastic tumblers.
No coupon necessary - Just Ask
While Supply Lasts
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Another Great Offer From
..
.

PUTT·PUTT

...~·-~ l!utt·Putt Goll f:l Gameas .~
r-~·

r-------------------------,
UNM Student Special!
I

1

I

Arts
------------------------------~

Tastes of Canada, Mexico
I
Featured in Popejoy Series

I

Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
1
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE•
1

limit one .coupon per person per day.
• 1
Expire$ 1-19-83
1
-----~-~~----~----------~-·

!

9801 Lomas NE 296·4242

5100 San Mateo NE 881·9866

r;erforming
Studio

A;;:f
Hqme of the
"All That Jazz"
Dance Troupe

Jazz • Adult Exercise
Ballet • Disco
Dance Classes
Professionally taught by
Laura Brown-Elder
Private group rates

Acting
Classes
Taught by
Ethel Terry Baca
266-8519

Country
and
Western
Dancing by
Rebecca Gore

CANADIAN BRASS perform alfresco on the Great Wall of China. Left to right: Graemfl Pagfl,
Ronald Romm, Charles Daellenbach, Frederic Mills and Eugene Watts.

2219 Lead Ave, SE
256-1061 or 265-3067

Making Musical Humor.

Conceptions
Southwest

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•a
•
Feyline Presents

:

••

AEROSMITH

i
i

The Pat Travers Band

•

Tingley Coliseum

I•

:

+

•

Thursday Jan. 13
8pm

:

Tickets at all Giant Ticket Outlets

Ii

·

I
I

i
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Matching acclaimed technical
skill with an iconoclastic attitude,
the Canadian Brass will tiring its international act to Popejoy this week.
The five-piece ensemble, hailed
by the Washington Post as "one of
the world 1 s great,'' has played in the
Soviet Union, Saudi Arabia, Japan,
China, Europe and the United States
as well as its native Canada.
In 1977, the Brass was chosen by
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau to
tour the People's Republic of China.

in a cultural exchange program .
They were the first Western musical
ensemble to play there.
In their 13 years together, Brass
members have developed a repertoire that includes the classical
works of .BJlch, Handel, Purcell,
Vivaldi and Debussy, the ragtime of
Scott Joplin, Jelly Roll Morton and
Fats Waller, and avant-garde pieces
by Lukas Foss, John Beckwith,
continued on page 19

... Dancing Across Mexico
The Ballet Folklorico Nacional
De Mexico, renowned for its presentation of Mexican regional folk
dances, will give two perfonnances
at Popejoy Hall on Sunday.
Founded in 1960 by Silvia Lozano, and in 1977 named the official
folkdancecompanyofMexico, The
Ballet Folklorico is dedicated to the
preservation of Mexican folk dance

New Mexico Union Mercado
Providing o wide variety of items:

* Candy * Gum * Sundries * Cigare~es*

* Magazines *

• •

* Newspapers *

Greeting Cards
and much more

and the purity of regional artistry in
that country. This dance troupe has
toured the world and been the focus
of rave reviews, and has had a fourmonth engagement at the Frontier
Hotel in Las Vegas.
The company takes its audiences
on a tour of Mexico, from the Wedding Dance of Michoacan and the
Yaqui Deer Dance to a Jalisco Fiesta
and the Zapateado of the Veracruz
Finale.
The adjective that has often been
used to describe the Ballet Folklorico is ''dazzling," and the Denver
Post described it as "a thoughtful
cross section of Mexican dance, as
colorful as a travel folder and as
agile as a ballet troupe should be.''
The music is as varied' as the
dance, including the percussion of
the Indian cultures, the marimbas of
the southern provinces, and the
continued on page 19

WORD PROCESSING pENTER

277 .... 5992
MWF

TTh

....
Check Cashing Service
for UNM Students, Faculty
and Staff with valid ID
Mon-Thur 9am·2pm

Friday 9am-4pm

New this semester:
Fantastic Fudge!
10 different flavors of
fine homemade fudge. Great
for gifts or to satisfy
that sweet tooth.

10am .... 5pm
9am .... 5pm (open during lunch hour)

DISCOUNT
COUPON

New Mexico Union Mercado, main floor, north end SUD.

•

25%1JFF1983
ON ALL WORD PROCESSING
V1ild Through 25 D•cember
MOST HAVE VALID UNM I.D.

,
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universal travel service
WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL
AIHLINES
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Fine Arts Dept. Kept Busy
During Christmas Vacation
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I Yale Blood Plasma Inc. I
I 122 Yale Blvd. SE Alb. NM 266-5725
I
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$5.00 Bonus
to all first time donors

$1.00 Bonus

I
II
I
I
I

to all old donors
With this coupon and
o valid student ormilitol)' JD.
Limit one per donor.
Offer expires Jan. 28, 1983
>
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"A SIGNIFICANT addition to the ran,ks of pianists in America"- The New York Times. Nina
Lelchuk.

I She's Noted for Color, Class
II
Acclaimed pianist Nina Lelchuk
will be the guest artist with the New
I Mexico Symphony Orchestra 'on
I Friday and Saturday at 8:15p.m. in
·
II Popejoy Hall.

--------------------------~

Lelchuk, who emigrated from the
Soviet Union in 1979, made her Otr~
negie Hall debut three years ago.
Her performances have been enthusiastically received, not only by her
audiences, wh!J have given her
standing, cheering ovations and
floral tributes, but also by music critics across the nation.
The Daily News described her as a
•'performer of intoxicating individuality in anything she plays;"
and the Chicago Sun Times described her music as ''warm in tone,
saturated with col~Jr, and full of
lyricisJ.D and strength.''

"[Lelchuk' s] music is warm
in tone . . :full of lyricism
and strength."
Lelchuk has als!J received similiar
critical acclaim in Great Britain,
Finland, Czech~Jslovakia, Romania,
Italy, Germany and Poland.
Her frrst U.S. performance was at
the 1962 VanCiiburncqmpetitionin
Fort Worth, Texas, and she was de·
scribed as an "artist [with] extraordinary class'' and the city made her
an honorary citizen. Events such as
these gave Lelchuk the international
fame she now enjoys.

Do you like
coffee?
Let me
pour you a cup
for 5¢
or Free
with any purchase!
See details
below.

We Serve
Homemade Pastries!

Lelchuk, a native qf Leningrad,
became intrigued with the piano as a
child. She attended a school for
musically gifted children, and at age

s.

Doughnut Holea ...............
Cake Doughniltl ••• , •• , ••••••• 20¢
Glazed Doughnuta •••••••••••• 2S.

Sweet Rolla, Bear Clawa,

Maple Bars, Jelly-tilled
Doughnilla •• , ...............35¢
ChOcolate Chip,. Sugar, Oatmeal
Cookies .....................22¢
Small Brownies ••••••• , ••••••• 25¢
Large Brownies ••••••• , •••••• 35¢

13 - an age extremely young for
that honor - began taking piano
lessons at the Moscow Conservatory.
·
After receiving a Ph.D ..in music
at the conservatory in 1965, Lelchuk
was app~Jinted pmfessor of music
there. While teaching, she authored
a prestigious book on the art of
pian~J. She also prepared many students fqr international cQmpetitions,
including 21 prize winners.
Lelchuk recently released an
album in the United States, the first
to be generally available in the
West. Music performed on this disc
includes Franz Liszt's "Rhapsodic
Espagnole;• Franz Schubert's ''Der
MUller und der Bach," the
Schubert/Liszt" ''Auferithalt," and
the Schumann/Liszt ''Widmung.''
The pianist presently lives in New
York City with her husband, Gregqry Chernizer, a profcss!Jr at the
City University of New York, and
their 13-year-old son, Dimitri.
At 8 p.m. on the evening of each
concert, the NMSO sponsors Student Rush - an opportunity for
UNM students to purchase tickets at
the special price of $2.60. NMSO
also offers student discounts for advance reservations.
Tickets are on sale at all Ticketmaster ~JUtlets, Bob Farley Music
Center and White Oak Book Store in
Corrales. Reservati~Jns may be made
by calling the NMSO Box Office,
842-8565.
.
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Now you can wear soft
contact lenses without
sacrificing comfort.

While most of us were skiing or
seeking warmer climes, the University's music and theater departments have had little chance for respite as they conti~ue tQ choreograph hundreds of h1gh school students through workshops, rehearsals
and performances.
The two major events in the College of Fine Arts during the break,
according to Dean Donald MacRae,
have been the All-State Music Festival, which took place this past
weekend, and the Southwest High
School Theater Festival, a three-day
event that starts Thursday.
The University of New Mexico is
hosting these events "to bring
prospective students to the campus
and show them QUr facilities, and to
allow their teachers to attend seminars and workshops,'' said MacRae.
"It's a good p.r. outlet," he added.
Last week's music festival,
hosted by Peter Ciurczak, music departinent chairman, and Harold Van

The Albuquerque Little Theater
will begin its spring acting workshops for area children in February.
Offered are Creative Drama for ages
8 to 10 and St~Jry Theater for ages 11
to 16. Creative Dram11 explores the
basics of drama and improvisation in
theater fqr children. St~Jry Theater is
a performance method that uses

New MexicaUnian Paod service
'

1020-A Eubank NE
298-202Q

4302 Central Ave. SE
268·2200

if no answer call

Registration for Story Theater
will take place on February 2 at 4:00
p.m. and Creative Drama registration on February 5 art0:30 a.m. For
more information call 242-4750.

continued from page 16
of brass" fmin the New York
Michael Colgrass and Peter Times.
•
Recording artists as well as popuSchickele.
Using classical training tempered lar performers, Brass musicians
with humor, the ensemble has ex- Frederic MiUs and Ronald Romm
panded the number of great works (trumpets), Gra~me Page (French
available for brass with their daring h~Jrn), Eugene Watts (trombone)
and Charles Daellenbach (tuba) will
transcripti~Jns of music from all eras.
Such interpretations .have earned perform at8:15 p.m. Wednesday in
them the title of ''the Marx Brothers P~Jpejqy Hall.

students on their perfo,rmances,"
said Pant, They are Jan Clayt~Jn,
wh~J became nationally known when
she played the original mother in
"Lassie;" Charlotte Motter, vice
president for policy qf the American
Theater Ass!)Ciation, author of a text
!JR high school theater, .and a teacher
qf acting and directing in Los
Angeles for 30 years; and Johnny
Saldana, an assistant professor at
Arizcma State University and author
of two plays fqr youth,
In addition ro the festival, said
theater department secretary Sheryl
Stark, the department is "gearing up
for participation in the American
College Theater Festival regional
competition in Fort W!Jrth. "
A delegati~Jn of 28 will leave fmm
UNM fm the; Jan. 20-22 competition. Of particular interest t!J this
group are auditions for the Irene
Ryan Sch~Jlarship Award and
UNM's entry in the playwriting
competition, "Redneck Graphics,"
by graduate student Christy Mendoza.

Wed. Jan 19
7pm Mitchell Hall 111

Ifill
N
I~
U

..

BRlAKTHROUGH RAPID READING

'Tl. Call Days, Even ln. gs. or Weekends. for flftalfs

1.27 Jefferson N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
.......~="""""''""' .(505) 265-,2524
eDUCATIONAL

r---(Schlotzsky's}--,
Try a cup of our NEW
San Francisco Style Soups

''·FRE·E''
••

Only at

2114 Central. SE
Just across the street from UNM
This coupon good
1-17-83 thru 1-31-83
Open 11·9 DaJiy

~------------------~~---------

Buy or Renew
your UNM Student Health Insurance

Folklorico - -

Now!

continued from page 16
mariachis, vihuela, guitar and walking harp of Veracruz.
The troupe's performances will
be at 4:00 and 8:15p.m. in Popejoy
Hall. For more information, call the
Popejoy Hall ticket office at 2773121.

You may buy it now or wait until
the official enrollment period:
January 17 through February 7
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Informal Sorority Rush
hglils SUnday, January 231

=

i
j
=

Featuring an International Progressive Dinner. Interested women should sign up at the Student Adi·
vitles Center by Friday, January 21. Informal Rush is
scheduled for January 23 through January 26.
Women wishing to join a sorority but who are
unable to attend Informal Rush can still sign up at
Student Activities for Open Rush.

(Optometrists)

UN.M
COOD!

creative drama and improvisati~Jn as
part of its format. .Each W~Jrkshop
spf!DS 12 weeks and costs $40.

Brass----------------------

Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux and Dr. Robert H. Quick

That's right! At New Mexico Union Food Service we've rolled coffee ptlces back
to 5¢-or FREE with any food purchase-before Bam and after 4pm. So come to the
Union this Fall Semester and enjoy FREE coffee with a meal or your favorite
$nack, during these special times. Offer valid only for students, faculty and staff
of UNM.

Winkle, director of bands, brought
!IPProximately 1200 students and
teachers from around the state
together with ~ix out-of-state guest
conductors from as far ~;\Way as Tennessee for three days of rehearsals
and performances.
·
The theater department expects
about 700 high school students and
teachers to attend this week's theater
festival, sponsored by UNM in connection with the New Mexico Dra·ma Educators Association.
Brian Pant, a coordinator for the
event, said this is not a competition,
but an qpportunity for students to see
what their peers in other schools are
doing and to meet UNM's faculty. It
is also a chance for the University
faculty to spot students for potential
scholarships, he said.
Workshops, 89 sessions in all,
will be taught by the University staff
and guests, including the Bam Dinner Theater and the All and Everything Theater, Pant said.
"Three festival critics are coming
in from ~Jut qf state to help educate

ALT Offers Actors' Workshops

Sandia Vision Clinic P.C.

By Appointment Only

Green

i

I

Call 277-4706
for further Information.

§

i

i
§

Deadline: February 7
Enroll at:
1) UNM Cashier's Office (through Feb. 4)
2) Student Health Center (MWF l-3pm)
3) Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania NE Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 87110
884-6827
Better benefit plan
must be purchased at the Student
Health Center or the agent's office.

298-2020
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NEWS LAND
BOOKSTORE

Lobos Tuto.red Despite Break

COMPUTER MAGAZINES: Analog, Antic, Apple
Orchard, Byte, Compute, Computer Gaming World,
Computers '83, Compu Kids, Creative Computing, Desktop Computing, Dr. Dobbs Journal, High Technology,
L1terface Age, Micro, Microcomputing, Microsystems,
PC, Personal Computing, Robotics age, Softside, Sottalk, Sync., Technology Review, 80 Micro.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
1983 CALENDARS
LARGE BOOK SELECTION
REDUCED PRICES ON GIFT BOOKS

9AM-9PM, EVERY DAY
2112 Central SE

~IDEO

ES

Registrat
Special!
Get 36 Tokens for 5 dollars
Expires 1-30·83

pith" thi;~~up~~--:ith~hi:-~--wiih'ffiiS--1
1 Buy $1.00
1 worth of tokens
1 Get $1.00 worth
1 of FREE tokens.
I 1 coupon per customer
I
exprrut·21).83

1

coupon

1

coupon

lOry Cleaning! Wash-Dry
I • .
I
Fold
I IS $1.00 lb. I
.50¢ lb.
I

Explrul·21).83

1
1

Ex

---------------------------1

plrut·21).83

AAA Coin Lloundry & Dry C!Unlng
2723 Sen Mlloo Blvd. NE

1
1
I
I

jl

1 coupon
por day

2626Central SE
Ph. 265-9916

UCL

Even though University of New
Mexico students were supposed to
be on vacation from the classrooms,
the UNM basketball team had to
learn some· valuable lessons during
the semester break.
They learned how to beat New
Mexico State, a team the Lobes hav\'l
had major problems with in the Gary
Colson e(a.
They learned that just because
they host a tournament and win it,
the media may decide that someone
from the second- place team was the
most valuable player.
They learned that they don't always win in the Pit and that 17,000
people aren't going to be there to get
them rolling every time.
They learned that NAIA teams
that arc ranked third in the n;~tion are
as good ;~s a good high school team
in California.
The Aggies were very tough on
the Lobes in Las Cruces, Dec. 11,
but the Lobes used a cat-and-mouse
game to slow down the Aggies and
hang on in double overtime. The
Lobos were running well and might
have run away with the victory, but
Colson opted to let Phil Smith and
Tim Fullmer play catch for eight minutes,
In the Lobo Invite, the Lobes beat
Butler and Princeton, and it took all
they had and then some to do it.
Butler used a strong inside game,
but found Lobo Michael Johnson too
much to handle. Princeton was patient in demolishing Weber State in
their opener, but weren't patient
enough to beat UNM in the championship game.
Johnson was dynamite in the Butler game and did a good job against
Princeton. Tim "14 Karat" Garrett
played well in both games, but his

field goal percentage was horrendous.· I voted for Garrett for most
valuable player because he ~as
probably the most consistently noticeable player in the series,
Princeton's ·John Smith, who is
only a freshman, got the honor by
outscoring everyone in the tournament. The most interesting thing
was that last year's tourney MVP,
Phil Smith, didn't even m~e the
all-tournament team this year. Colson was angry that the media ~idn 't
give the MVP trophy to a Lobo. I
figure that the MVP is the MVP of
the tourney, not the bestplayerofthe
host team. But, then again, my opinion means very little since I'm just
from the school newspaper, not
from one of the big boys downtown.
The Lobos were 7-0 in the friendly surroundings of University Arena
going into last Sunday's game with
Florida State. The Seminoles were
supposedly very tired from an extended road trip, and really thought
that they had made a mistake in scheduling UNM as a stopover on their
way back to Florida.
Mitchell Wiggins had been missing from the team because of mononucleosis, but he must have been
glad to get a chance to play against
the Lobes. Wiggins scored 27 points

before fouling out in the second half,
but his points and some clutch free
throw shooting by his teammates
helped the Seminoles beat the
Lobos. The loss stopped a ninegame winning streak that UNM had
been carrying in the Pit.
The crowds were small during the
break because the students were
gone, but hopefully it will pick up
for WAC action, which begins
Thursday night. The Lobos need a
little push to help them over the
rough spots in conference play.
Grand Canyon College made a
good showing last Tuesday in the
first half of its game with UNM. The
Antelopes, however, forgot to show
up for the second half. ace was
ranked third in the nation in the
NAIA poll before the UNM game,
but that really doesn't mean a
horse's patoot these days.
The Lobes are progressing well
and Colson has figued out how they
are best used. Tim Fullmer and
Craig Allison were coming in off the
bench before the break, but now
they start. Michael Johnson and
Garrett were starting, but now
they're coming in off the bench.
Smith has done a good job, but
hasn't been as consistent as he was
early on. But, fellow point guard
Niles Dockery showed signs of improvement in the game with ace
when Smith got in foul trouble.
George Scott and Don Brkovich
have been steady, as has Alan
Dolensky.
All in all, things are looking good
for the Lobes going into the WAC
campaign. If they can win at home
and find some luck on the road, a
conference championship and a
NCAA bid seem inevitable.

How Do We Make A letter
Dell SandWich Than Anyone Else?
We Make It Your Way
Choice of 9 meats
Choice or 8 cheeses
turkey
bam
roast beef
pastrami
corned beef
salami
polish sausuge
eanadian bacon
braunshweiger

American
Swiss
cheddar
provalone
jalapeno
mozzarella
cream
monterey jack

Meat, $1.95 • or • meat with cheese, $2.25
(Served hot or cold)

Beverages
Can You Say No To These Prtces7

ICE CREAM
single •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $.39
double. , •••••••••• , ................65
shake (all flavors) .............. , ....95

SUNDAEs ••••••••••••••••••••
chocolate
butterscotch
strawberry

t.~j
.

-~--.

,.._ __ _

UNM Korfballers Invited
To World• Karl Tourney
The University of New Mexico
Korfball Club has been invited to the
World University Kortball Championship Games. The games wiD be
held in Eindhoven, Holland, June 3,
4, and 5. Jim Moore is the president
of the UNM Kortball Club.
"We're looking ·for about four to
six more players, mainly female,"
said Moore. "They do not have to
know how to play, and serious practices will begin as soon as the spring
semester starts. Plus we have a class
(193-017) offered on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 9:30 to 10:45 a.m.
The team will consist of six men and
six women, plus two or three more
people who will act as managers and
assistants to the coach.
"Our Holland team has a highly
qualified person from the P.E. department who is interested, but be·
fore he commits himself, he wants to
see how much studentinvolvement
he gets. The club practices every
Tuesday evening at Carlisle Gym.

I

I

•

$.85
142 h1uvird aoutlluot
Mtukwol, c•tn<!r

turkey
ham
roast beef
avocado
tomatoes
bean sprouts

$.99

..... I . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

\

alfalfa sprouts
cucumbers
cheese
green chUi
bell peppers
mushrooms

(Choice of whole wheat or reg, plta bread)

Salad Bar

Whipped spa (orange or plna colada).................. 49 .59 .6'1

Create An Orlslnal

~

I

Jazzworks is having a price rollbac.k for the month of January. The
normal price is $12 per month, but
this month it will be $10.50, which
was the price in 1979. The class will
resume on January 18,
''The class is more fun with more
people," Morganti said. "It's 45
minutes well spent.'' She and the
other Jazzworks instructors are
CPR-trained and warn students who
have bad knees and such of those
exercises that could hurt them.
"They (the founders of the program) call it Jazzworks because it
works," she said,

What's your favorite? We otTer 22 to 34 ditTerent toppings!

$.15 per oz.

.. - ...

~

You could be one of the senior nursing students selected for the U.S. Air Force Early
Commissioning Program (ECP). When
selected. you'll be commis.sio~ed prior to tak·
ing your state board exam1na~1on. As a ne~ly
commissioned nurse you w1ll attend a f1ve
month internship at a major Air Force medical
facility and have a head start in assuming the
leadership responsbilities of an Air Force
Officer. AIM HIGH! Accept the job and cha!·
Jenge of the Air Force Nurse Corps. For additional information contact:
TSgt. Darrell Moyer

(505) 292·3642

EXCELL~~! :ALARY
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$1 for a complete listing of UNM students, and
University Departments A~ailable at the UNM
Bookstore and the Information Center in the SUD.
a

Call Student Activities at
277-4706 for more Information

§=
5

~
=
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"HOME OF
THE
BELOVED

AIR FORCE NURSINGECP

I

Available!

!.ai.OCk 10. 01 U.N.II.

Who Else Offers. l l Different Pita FIIUnss7
I

I

B.Bl\1TIITG SKI BQUIPMBIL\1T
l!'BOM US MB.Al\TS
B.ASY· P.ABKIITG.
.AilDI'.AST

Pita
1 .Sandwich •••••••••••••••••• 1•••••••

cause. The movements are designed
for any ability level. The music and
the movement blend to make the
class more enjoyable.

Student
Directories
Now

days. About $20,000 is needed for
travel expepses, meals and uni·
forms. Although travel dates have
not been arranged, Moore said the
team will.no doubt take advantage of
seeing the sights of Europe.
"A couple of us are still playing
from the group that went over to
Holland two years ago," said Rich
Lujan, vice president of the Korf
club. "We won't be going over
there not knowing anything, and so
many people over there speak English that translators are.n 't
needed.''
"If we can get quality women
players, women with athletic backgrounds, we should finish far ahead
of any of the other five or six U.S.
teams going over," Moore said.
"The women will be the key."
Lujan said the team hopes to get
Johnson Gym for Saturday morning
practices. "Carlisle Gym is simply
too small,'' he noted. ''There is also
far too much chalk dust on the floors
left from the gymnastics team. You
spend half'your time 'slip sliding
away.'''

pmeapple

.. •.

'

\ .~

have been in the program before,"
said Nina Morganti, who has been
If you need a good way to work teaching programs for two years.
off tho.se extra pounds you gained •
'' J azzworks helps burn of the
over .the Christmas holidays, or if calories and aids in firming up musyour New Year's resolution was. to cles. Weight lifting is popular today,
get in shape, Jazzworks may be the but it .doesn't burn off.the calories
way to do it,
(unless you don't eat) and there's no
Jazzworks classes meet from 5:30 cardiovascular work,'' Morganti
to 6:15 p.m., Tuesdays and Thur- said.
days in the SUB basement. Jazz.
works is different from the other exMusic is a vital aspect of Jazz.
ercise programs because the emph- works. ''We use all kinds of music
asis is on the major body parts: hips, to go along with the many different •
thighs, stomach and waist.
movements we use,'' Morganti
"The class is designed to fit the said, "Disco, rock, country and
needs of beginners or people that classical music are all useful in our

dterry

GOODI
New Mexico Union Food Service
)., I.

By Steve King ·

Who Can Say No7

(tomato, orange, cranberry, grape, apple)

(.

I
Jaz~Works·Ciass Now Offered

a

=

Ice Cream

Coffee ................... ~~ •• ............ , •• ·• ............ 25 .4()
Soft dri'nks ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• , •• .- ••••••••40 .ss .65

Ice tea ••_•••••••.••• , .................................. 40 .so- .·6o
Juice ••.•••••• , ••.••••••..••••• ~ ••.••••.••• , •••••.•. 30 .45 .60

Sports
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Moore said the team will start its
fundraising activities after the holi-

Check Us Out
Deli
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DOCTOR"

• Certified ski technicians
on staff

• First quality name brand
equipment - Hart,
J)paatar, Trak, Geze,
M11JUl1"Y, 'l'yrolia
• Boots: Men's, Ladies,
Juniors
• Cross country and alpine
- Junior and Adult
• Car racks and ski clothing

• 24-hour service on reP.airs,
refinishing, & mountibg
• G:roup Rates
• Easy Parking
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Gameworld...
Welcome Back
Students
New Games:

1

I
I
I1

Lobo Louie More ·Than s·how

1

I
I
I1

* Joust
* Subroc in 3·D *
plus 28 more games

By Steve King
At most schools around the country, a mascot is usually just a person

who puts on a costume and stands
along the sideline and claps his or
her hands and helps do some cheers.
One Free Game with Ad
In Loboland, however, Lobo
Void 1·14·83 One per customer per day
1 Louie is more than just your typical
I
1
UNM Students only
1 mascot.
1
Across from UNM next to Don Pancho's
1 Kids, senior citizens and students
alike find Louie (alias Steven Nickerson) enjoyable to watch ;md love
him tremendously. He adds an extra
dimension to any University of New
Mexico sporting event.
''The liUie kids .and old folks really focus on me," said Nickerson,
I
.
..
I who needs just 22 more credit hours
obtain a degree in finance. "Little
1 SAME DAY SERVICE
In by 1.0, Out by 4
I to
kids send me notes (some of which
are of the perfumed variety), which I
Color
• Black/White
• Ektachrome
keep in a box at home. I think that
they
relate to me and that helps them
I • Highest Quality
• We Specialize In 35mm
enjoy
the games more."
Printed by hand, one at a time
• Nile Drop in Front Door
I Nickerson,
graduated from
I • Drive Up Windows
• We Buy and Sell (New &
1 Albuquerque'swho
Sandia High School,
1 • ~~sc Film Processing
Used) Cameras
1 sells shoes at Mervyn's in his spare
• l.ow Prices
1 time. "The boss is very understand1 • Expert Camera RQpair
I
I ing," he said. "I gave bini abasketball schedule and he lets me work
OFF FILM
Each Roll
around it. My girl friend. is also very
1
DEVElOPING
No Limit
I supportive. She is a nursing student
she works at a hospital, so it's
I
Color or Blotk and Whit. • Develop and Print
I and
tough
for us to see each other."
orderJ, with thi1 eoupon.
I Nickerson
I
likes the -confines of
the Pit much better than the some1I
1I times hostile surroundings at Uni1
1 versity Stadium. ''The football
I
I crowds are rowdy," he explained.
"They take liquor to the games,
MIDTOWN
UPTOWN
shout obscenities and are real rude.
I 4207 Lomas N.E.
8529 Indian School N.E. 1 Plus, I can't really see the game from
11 '""'next• to Blg·O)
[ . - ·.
(East of
II behind the bench. .
.
next to Baldridge)
"At the basketball games, I'm
1
265·9535
298·5577
1 much closer to the fans and the
I
I
·
I court, and I can go up and do~n the
1 M·F I AM·I PM Sal, 9 AM·1 PM
Offer Expires 2·5·83
I aisles and still see the game. The

1

Sports:

I
I

1

L--------------------------~.
.--------------------------,

crowd is more enjoyable because
they support the team. My job is to
get the crowd into the game, and that
is much easier at the basketball
games."
Louie loves to visit .the handicapped people and listen to the coaches
·during timeouts. He won the ''Super
Mascot" trophy at a clinic last summer and took blue ribbons in all
events. "Some of the most popular
mascots from around the country

were there,." Nickerson said.
The UNM cheerleaders are most
appreciative of Nickerson's efforts.
"He supports us all the way," said
head cheerleader Gina Duncan. "If
one of us is down he comes around
and cheers (no pun intended) us up.
We love him very much."
At other schools, the mascots may
just be there for show, but Lobo
Louie is there for us.

l~CRQWN···PHOTol

I. •
I

I

I
I

$2 00

•
•
•
.•
•
•
•
•
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I

W~omlng;

Flight Training
4-Year Medical School
Residencies in Specialized Medicine
Business Management
Shiphandling and Surface Warfare
Nuclear Power
Civil/Mechanical/Electrical Engineering
Architecture

Each training program has its own special requirements, but some
start receiving pay as early as their junior year of undergraduate
work. General requirements include:

Kodak

~-·~

""''~'M

The Navy is currently accepting applications for PAID Professional
Training .in the areas of:

I

l·~~=-

I

PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING

Joe Cavaretta

UPS AND DOWNS: Phil Smith dtives lot two against Gtand Canyon. The Lobos, led by
Smith, had a split vacation, looking good at home, except in theitloss to Flotida State, and
bad on the road. WAC play for the team statts Thutsday night at the Pit when they take on
Colorado State. The Lobos' record is 8-4.

• U.S. Citizen
• Good Moral Character
• Physically Fit
For more Information on how to apply,
call 766·3856.

1.---------~-----------------

Welcome.
We are glad you are here.

BOOK
I .

ALL·TOURNAMENT forwerd from the Lobo lnvitetionel,
Micheel Johnson, e/most shetters the baclfboerd during
/elf week's Grend Cenvonseme. Johnson, who is pleying
elter It long ebs~ from the Lobo squed, missed this
slem-dunlf by fredions of en Inch.

STOP

University of New Mexico
Students
Sandwiches

Quality Used Books

.. .

I

I

II

~-

Nobody Offers Better Quality
At A Better Price

Thousands of
Used Books
1I 2 original
prtce

-~------~

OLD
USED
RARE

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting

0

Saturday, January 22
9 am

Agenda
I. Call to Order
IL Minlltes from Oecember 4, 1982
III. President's Report· Dolph Barnhouse
IV. Committee Reports
V. Old Business
VI. New Business
VII. Adjournment

Nob Hill Center
3500 Central S.E.

I
Hours: lOa.m. - 9p.m. Daily • Noon- 5p.m. Sundays

., _____..,.~

_1

---·

Room 253 SUB

Coffee and doughnuts will be served.
All graduate students welcome

I

.;

II'

I

. G. S.A. Open House
Siop by for free coffee & doughnuts
Niuii:!ev Tan. 17 & ruesday Jan. 18

· Between gain ~ lpm

GSA Office SUB Basemen~

Hambu1-ger ............... 1.35
Cheeseburger • • • • • • • • • . • • • 1.45
(V.lb. patty, mustard pickle, lettuce,
tomato, onion, on a sesame bun)
Cheeseburger basket
with fries. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -1.79

All our burgers are Charbroiled
Quarter-pounders

Hamburger Spedals (100% beef, V..lb. patties)
Monday-Swiss Cheeseburger with baton •.•••• $1.8!)
Tuesday-Green Chill Cheeseburger ••••••••••• 1.8!)
Wednesday-Monterey Jack with sauteed onions. 1.8!)
Thursday-Cheeseburger with chili c:on came ••• 1.8!)
Friday-Pizza burger , •••.•••••.••••••• , • . • • • 1. 8!'
(served with Kitchen fries, onion rings, gamish on French
Hard Ro11)

Soup

Breakfast
You C.n Spend More Elsewhere,
But You Will Probably Get Less.
Omelette; 3 egg, thoice or hashbrowns or toast · • • .!)!'
Breakfast sandwich-muffin with ham and cheese • • .!)!)
CASADnsoL
...
Egg burrito with beans ...................... • $1.50
Papitas with eggs •...•••..•••••••••• • .... • • • • • l.SO
Huevos Rancheros with beans •••••••• • • • • • • • • • 1. SO
(Includes choice of chile plus garnish)

Club Sandwich ••••••.••••• 1.S9
Club Sandwich w/fries ••. , • 1.89
Chicken basket •••••.••.•• 1.89
Fish baSket •••••• •- •••••• , • 1.89

(Basket includes fries)

Patty Melt, V. lb. patty ••• $1.4!)
Grilled Cheese ..............7!'
Grilled Ham & Cheese., •• , 1.2S
Fish Sandwich ........... , 1.2!'
Grilled chile & cheese •. , • • • • .8!'

Fries ••••••••••••••• -• • 49 .99

Pastries

Nobody Does It Better

Would You Like To Get What You Paid For? Here It lsi

SOUPS DAlLY choice of 3 , ••• , .95
Chile Con Carne ••••••••••• •. • .9!)
Cup of Soup • • • • • • .. • • • .. • • • • .55
Homemade with fresh ingredients
daily!

Each Doz.
Each Doz.
Cake donut •.•• , • , .••• $ .20 $2.00
Maple bars................35 3.25
Raised donut • , , .•••.•••.• 2S 2.2S
Brownies ••••.• -. , •.•• ·• ••••• -.25 2.25Bear Claw ...............3S 3.2S
Cookles, lrg•• 1 each .25, & 2 each .50
Jelly-filled donllts , ........3S 3.2S
Bagels, ·large ••. , •• "" ••••••••••• 149
Donut holes ••••••••..•••. OS .SO
All pastries baked ftesh daily by our own baker

Hot Entrees
Includes choice of
1 ea. or 3 entrees
2 ea. of 3 vegetables
with roll & butter. from 2.SO to 2.!)5

Hours: Mon.-Fri., 6:30 a.m. to 8:00
p.m. Sat. 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
(Country Store mlly)

A note from our executive chef (Phil
Watts): All our food is prepared fresh
dally In our kitchen.

GOODI
New Mexico Union Food Service
•

(
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Limited s~pply, set yours nowl

5. ForSale

SlliDENTS INTERESTED IN .emplc>yment for
Spring sernester, apply at Fo~d Servic~ Office in
Student Union Building.
1/28
VFSIIT'S HERE! The Men ofUNM and tile Women:
of UNM 1983 calendars are on sale at b~okstores and 1 MEN .-\ND WOMEN needed to sell irnported
newsstands everywhere! The perfect gift for friends 1 Morroccan leather gQods, shim, !lresses, Also high·
and famllyl,
01/10 · fashion and novelty belts, hea.d~ands ant!. acces.sorle~.
20.,q commission, Must have car, Contn~t Michel M.
C,\SSETI'E RE.CORDER SUPERSCOPE C·200LP Ibsuy (or leave name and phone number) at 171(1\11
$15, Scotch AVM-90 tapes $2.50 quantity, 897-3358. · GoldSE.
tfn
1/1!!.
1962. CHEVY ONE-TON C!lrry-1111. 12,000 miles~~~
rebuilt 283 engine. Great Jl., V. or work truck. j
Extremely clean velllcle, $1300, 26~-4122.
1/10 EUROPE '831 fREE inf~rmati<m kill AU major
tours. Student prices, newsletter. Rush Sl (post and
handling) to: European Clearingho~e, !Joll 2062-D,
Walnut Creek, CA 94~95.
1/20
U,S. TOBACCO COMP.-\I'ff is seekin11 a college .-\OVERUSE 'II'OUR TRIP, adventure or ride .needs
tfn
representative to present company and producJs on· i11 the Daily Lobo.
and around campus. Send resume to P.O. Box35157,
Station D, Albuquerque, NM 87176.
1/31
TALENTED SlliDENT PERFORMERS! All••
Arnerlcan Collegiate Talent Search is your chancel STVDENT D.IRECTORIFS NOW available! Sl 11t
All performing talent eligible to win scholarships, UNM Book5tor11 811d Information Center in SUB,
auditions and more, Contact AGTS, Box 3ACT,
NMS.U, Las Cruces, NM 88003, (505) 646-4413. 1/10

The Daily Lobo will resume
daily publication on January
17. . Watch for our next issue at that time.

9. Las Noti£ias
INFORMAL SORORIT\' RUSJI be$ins Sl!nday,
Jan. 231 Sign up at Student Activities in the SUB by
Jan. 21. Friendship, scholarship, leadership, social
activities, service - a home away from home. 1121
CLVIJ? .MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Lll$ Jlloticlas,
tfn

_._T_....ra_V_e_J_________

7_·

furnished-security locks and laundry facilities, No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in tlte·
evening, 266-8392,
tfn
OH, FUDGE! OH, delicious f!ldsel Now at the ONE DR $230, Studio $200 furnished and utilities
Mixed Bag, 121 Yale SE, 1-1 block south. of Central.
pnid. 1218 Copper NE. Four blocks to .UNM. 842.1/10 6170,
1/31
HELENE DOPPKE - PLEME call me ASAP. It's FREE BEDROOM, 1'1 bloc~ from UNM, Carpeted,
1/10
important! Leslie, 884·~123,
furnlslted, nreplace, 898-0921,
1/10
"BEFORE, DVRING AND After Your New
HOU!iEM,\TE W.-\Nl'ED: MA.lliRE, nnancially
Computer," a seminar at the Hilton on Jan, 27 and· responsible, nonsrno~er • to share cozy, 3-IJ~ horne
28, presented by Access Innovations, 26~-3591. l/21 ' w/fireplace. Large yards w/gardenlng space.
WORK·SlliD'II' SlliDENTS seeking employment $200/month includes utilities, Toni 255-8315,
1/21
for Spring semester, Please apply at Food Servipe evenings.
OfOceatStudent Union Building,
1/28
P,\SSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
Inexpensive, pleasing, .Lowest prices in townl Two for
SS, .Four (or $7. Near UNM. Come t!>123 Wellesley
SE, on the corner of Silver and Wellesley, or ca11U5·
1323.
tfn
PREGNANCY TFSTING &: co~nseling. Phone 247·

1. Personals

~~~

6• .Employment

c;overed
Wlragon

8. Miscellaneous

Mak~rs .of

Handmade
lncUan Jewelry
OLDTOWN

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

tfu

WE GOT lliSTRJBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Orcenwlch Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.~0 (regular S6S,OO). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONT.-\CTS.-POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn

TRAL.

YALE ·

2. Lost & Found

--------------------------I HARRY'S PLACE

HARRY'S PLACE

FOUNO BROWN CO.-\T with two scarfs, fo~<nd near
Campus Post Office. Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
1/21
CLA.IM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Poli~e
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally,
··
tfn

3. Servi£es
T\'PIST, ON C.-\MPt1S, Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
1/31
.-\LTFJtATIONS, REASONABLE RATE'>, hems,
pegged jeans, mends. Call after 6 p.m. Laura, 3457407.
1/17
A-I TYPIST. TERM papers, resumes, 299;8970,
1/31
24110UR TV PING service. 881-0628.
0211
GUIT.-\R LESSONS, INSTRUPtiENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Oultar Center, 143 Harvard SE.
265·3315.
tfn
T\'PING. MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology,
Papers, lab reports, etc. After6 p.m. 821-4378. 1/21
SCUBA INSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT and travel.
PADI and/or NAUI certlncatlon. All levels. Call
Albuquerque Divers. Den 294·1886.
1/19

I

1
1

Central at Yale

I HAPPY HOUR
I DAILY 2-8 PM

IPitcher of Coors
I
I
I

$2.00

(Meal purcha" requirect
. only with first

I

(Central at Yale)

I

I

.1

1

Pastrami Pub
&
ST• Pauli Beer

I
II

VIDEO GAMES

$1.99
.·

I

I
I
I
I

L-~~~~~~ed~-----L----~l~~jt ___ ~

ATTENTION
HEALTH
PROFESSION
MAJORS

4. Housing
ROOMMATE W.-\NTED TO share house with
married i:oUple. Ncar UNM and golf course. $190
plus share uti!. 26S-0388,
1/20
SJIARE NICE HOUSE nearby, Furnished, utilities
Included. $17$ plus DO. Serious male student. 268·
6617.
1/21
SEARCIIING FOR HOUSING? Rcsldcncc halls are
your answer for maximum convenlen~ to campus
comfort and economy In housing and food servl~.
Space Is available for Spring semester, but apply
early! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4. Or call
277-2606
01/21
RIDGECRFST HOVSEMATFS WANTED. Bus
stops at door. Non•smoker; verltarian, compatable,
$97.50. 266-2974.
1/10
1 BDRM .-\PT near campus, 410 Columbia SE.
$170/mo. 294-0438.
1/17
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or ernciency, $240 to $320. All Utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen \Vlth dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FREE RENT POSSIBLE. In exchange for minor
help. Bernalillo, NM - 15 minutes from campus.
867-4476, 867·2221.
1/21
ONE BEDROOM, FURNISHED 1-i block from
UNM. 898-0921.
1110
SPECIAL STUDENT .-\P.-\RTMENT. Furnished
e(ficiencies, a walk from UNM, $179/mo, free heat.
Cal1242-2S51 or294•4404. 1710 Coal PI, SE. 01/10
FOR RENT: EFFICIENC'II' apartment, 1410 Oirllrd
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 secttritydeposit. Fully

ACROSS
I Meal course
6 Topknot
10 Horn sound
14 Self-esteem
15 ''Gotchal":
2 words
16 Nevada town
17 Fable man
18 State
20 Scoundrel
21 Sudden
onset
23 Most cunning
24 Opera star
25Giobule
26 Penman
30Examlnes
34 Validated
35 Stag
37 Part of 11to
be"
38Ron
39 Slither
41 Undo
42 Made of:
Suffix
43 Duck
44 Some photos
46 Roosevelt or
Kennedy
48 Reserves:
2words

FRIDAY'S

50 Formerly
52 Present
53 Umbra
56 Vigorous one
57 Juicy
60 Softener
62 Get together
64 Author
Ambler
65 Stitched
66 Of punishment
67 Electric unit
68 Birds
69 Expfind

PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

1 Box
2 Space
3 Careen
4Hubbub
5 Dispossess
6 Hair color
7 Kind of car
8 Quagmire
9Edgy
10 Near
111nstead
12- out:
Makes do
13 Writer
19 Gladden

22 Repay
24 Plunge
25 Wire nail
26 Separate
27 Beldame
28Tied
29M.Zola
31-- Arabia
32Tempted
33 Judgment
36 Rent payer
40 Ultimate
41 Hillock
43 Austria area

• Medical School Scholarships •
Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps •
Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps - BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportunities
for growth and development. Full range of duty assignments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and. gynecology. Continued
education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31,500 in 4 years.
Excellent benefits. 30-days paid vacation annually.
For more Information
call 766·3895.

I :00 p.m. the day
before insertion

Classified Advertlslng--UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.•M. 87 t 31
Please place the following classified ad In the New Mexico Daily Lobo
----.tlrnes beginning
and ending
nder
the category circled at the left.

C..Uesortes

..

,_/--~-~l
~~~~-:,:r.:.

I
--- I
. . ??1.''
CIT'/
I
I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
I
& A Large Soft Drink
I
$1... 65
I
I
With coupon H 0 to H 6
I
Beer & Wine Available
I
on Sunday
I Neopor"an, Sicilian & Whole W~eat Pizza
.

L1!~~~~d_S]~~!~C!!t!.

I

New Mexico Daily Lobo
(On Campus, Redondo at Yale-Ma"on Hall i3~)

r--------·-----...-------.. -

45 Thrashes
47Takeaway
49 Cockspurs
51 Swagger
53 Diving bird
54 Folk dance
55 Passageway
56 Fell
57 Beverage
58 And others:
Abbr.
59 Recite
61 Pipe fitting
63 Unstale

The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the following:

Deadline:

'

1/28

I . Personals
2. Lost &.. Found
3. Services
4. Housing
5. For Sale
6. Employment

7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous
9. Las Notlclas

N•me-------..

Phon~~~--------

60¢ per word per week (five
times) with no refunds.
$1.00 minimum charge
Tenns: Cash ln advance.

one word hi eadt box pfea5e
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

t)

iO

tI

12

13

14

IS

16

11

IR

J()

20

Zt

i.2

l3

24

l5

26

l7

za

t9

30

nrnes•....,.._ _ _ _ _...........
Wol'ds·~-----
ILate
Total·~,~.--------

htes: t 7¢ per word per day, or

